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1. Page 22, second line below equation 18 - delete "s" from "equations". 

2. Poge 22, third line below equation 18 - delete "17 and". 

3. Page 22, fourth line below equation 18 - delete "s" from "equations" 
and delete "and 18". 

4. Page 23, line 17 - delete "21" and substitute"19". 

5. Page 23, equation 20 - delete right hand side and substitute -

arctan 

- arctan 

6. Appendix 2, page 5, equation 4 - delete right hand side and sub
stitute the expression given under correction No. 5 above. 

7. Appendix 2, page 5, see'ond and third lines below equation 4-
delete "54, 27, 59 (modified) and the remarks following 
equation 27", and su~stitute "27' and 32 for A.M. and 54 and 
59 for F.M." 

8. Appendix 2, page 5, Table 6 - delete the numbers in the fifth 
(last) column and SUbstitute (going downwards) -
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"21.~ 
24.2 
16.6 
19.2" 

9, Appendix 2, page 6, last line - delete "s" from "equations" and 
delete "54, 27, 59 and 32 from Appendix 3" and sUbstitute "4". 

la. Appendix 8, page 2, second line below equation 7 - delete 
tlpreced ina" and substl ~ute "folloviingll , 

11. Appendix la, page 4, paragraph 4 ,-"The Improvement Threshold", 
lines 4 and 5 - delete" - in fact they are the same as the 
pops of interfe.rence in an A. M. system", 

12, App·ndix 11, page 8, second line and third column of the table -
delete the entire expression ano substitute the expression 
given under correution No. 5 above. 
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/. Page 3, equation 3 - multiply the second integral by "B". 
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SUMMARY 

Radio interference ,caused by motor car ignition systems, domestic • 
. aIlpliances and ms.ny other electrical devices is discu~sed. The. effects 
produced upon it by typiGal A.M. and F.M. brOadcast receiver cirouits are 

.. dealt with'both ob.jectively and subjectively. Principal stress is laid on 
the aural annoyance' produced by impulsive interference emerging from the 
loudspeakers of. A.lvi. and !t'.M. sound broadcast receivers. 

The theoretical considerations developed later on have been 
confirmed by actual measurements both metric, aural and visual. All 
statements mad~during the discussion are believed by the writers, to have 
been, adequa tefY confirn,ed in practice. 

For the determination o'f the aural annoyance of impuls'ive 
interference'in A.M. reception it is found that the listener's ear may.be 
taken as, ~n, ideal low, pass filter of. eut:-off frequency 5 kC/s. For F.M. 
reception this cut-off frequency must .be increased to 8 ke/ s. 

.. In view of. the bandwia,th limitation imposed by,the ear, it is 
found that the audible noise coming from the receiver output, and due to 
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impulsive radio ihterference at the input, is independent of r.eceiver bandwidth 
provided this is greater than that of the ear itself. T;hisis, quite general . 
in that it applies with equal validity to both A.M. and F:M. The maximum 
attainable wanted modulation output from an A.M •. rBceiver is limited by .the 
carrier strength intliat distortion will 'occur if the modulation amplituq.e 
exceeds that of tlle carrier. In a F.M. system, however, there is no practical 
limit to the Y,anted modulation output; for any deviatio~, hmvevergreat, may 
.be imposed upon the carrier frequency, and His to carrier frequency deviation 
that· the 'iv-an.ted modulation Qut}mt i:!l proportional. Thus the F.M. aural signal'. 
to noiSE> ratio is prop0rtiohal to carrier freqJimcy deViation, and so is the 
aural noise improvement of F.lvI. oVer A.M. 

This is true o.t all carrier levels greater. than thatrequ.ireC\ to 
exceed the FM/AM improv~meht threshold. . 

If the anti-imp,ulsive interference ch,aracteristics of. typicalF.M. 
and A.M. systems be cori1pared, it is found that the aural",annoyance .of the 
:4n}julGive noiseiil theF.M. case i:s.29 db. less than in the .fI.~¥.c!lse~· . This 
assumes'that the k.M. receiver has an audio bandwidth-!i8't'::1.ess,tha:n5 kc/s, 
and that 50 \-LS pre':' and de;"emphasis is used in the Ji'.:Mf,::systeni·<in conjunction 
with a maximum frequency deviation of + 75 kc/so ,The aural.advantages to be 
obtained from the L\se of 50 IJ.S pre- ana, de-emphasis- are 2· db. :for,.A.M. ana. 6 db, 
for F.M. 'l'hese t"vo figures do not allow for redu:ction in transmitter programme 
"line-up level" to avoid distortion. For a 3 db. x-cduction in lhle. up, level 
the two figures given above become - 1 db. and + 3 ·db. This matter: has been 
dealt vvith in some detail from the subJective point of view bY' H~L~ kirke in 
the B.B.C. Qu~rterly of July 1946. ' 

The A.M •. and F.M. audio output peak signal to noise ratios are both 
independent of the radio frequency receiver bandv,ridth,provided that this is 
not less than twice the audio baJlc1Yridth. The F.M. peak audio output signal 
to noise ratio as distinct :from the illi!S or aural ratios is always, 10 db. 
greater than in the case of A.M., assuming, of course, equal c~rrier strengthe' 
and audio circuits of the de-em;phacis type. ,. 

In the measurement of irirpulse interference _vi th.a view to suppression, 
difficulty is experienced, particularly for' low interferenc'e recurren9j3 rates, 
due to the high crest factors (ratio of output puls.e peak to l'{.M.S.yalile) .' 
involved. This trouble, which necessi taies amplifiers of relativ,e:i.Y high . 
peak pO'wer handling capacity, Jli.3.y be mitigated by using a veryna,rrow band. 
receiver, thereby reducing out:r;lUt pulse height whilst leaving all 'other things 
the same. 

The· very great imput interference vo'ltages required to pro~uce !:l 
typical and normal value of output signal to noise ratio is noted, and it is 
remarked that all non-linear receiving devices, such as valves, should at . 
least in a measuring set be protEicted by beingprec~ded by select.ive circuits. 
The 'efficacy of a seiective circuitinredu6ing' the poak value of an interfering 
impulsive voltage applied to it, 'is inversely proportional to its bandwidth. 
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The presence of the wanted signal carrier during reception of 
.impulsive :interference causes the amplitudes or peaks of the receiver output 
pulses of interference to have random values with time (that is, at' each new 
recurrence of interference). ~ The ear appears to be disturbed' by the mean 
value of these random peaks rather than by the greatest of them. Since the 
mean value is about 4 db less than the maximum, the au;ral annoyance is not 
quite as great asroight be expected from a consideration of the maximum only. 
This effect will not apply at very low recurrence rates as each pulse is 
singled out by the ear and disturbs the latt~r in its ovvn right instead of as 
a component of a more or less even frying noise. . 

1. INTRODUCTION. 

l..1, Definition and Description of Interference.' 

"Electrical interference may b~ ,defined as the 
output force other'than that due to the"'1vai1te(i';;~>ignal. 
cD. vide it 'into at least the follOwing categories:-

cause of any receiver 
It is convenient to 

First, cont'inuolls wave 'interference. If' the' frequency of C. w. 
interferencediff~rs from that of the 'wanted ::Iignal by an' amount less than 
the receiver bandwidth, it will produce a beat· frequency in the output.' ' If 
it ismodulated,this will appear in the receiver 6utpu~, and mayor maynot 
be distorted. ' . 

,S~oondly, randamfluctuation noise, for example that produced by 
the Brownian,motion of electrons in valves and circuits. In sound receivers 
this fonn of :interference 'produces an even hissing noise, whilst in television 
receivers a Umoving sand'" effect is apparent on the viewing screen. 

Thirdly, impulsi:ve interference. This maybe defined in "time 
functipn" terms' as any eleCtric force having a sufficieritly high rate of 
growth or decay to shock-excite the receiver input circuits. The product of 
this excitation, which is itself' a function of t:L'lle, will progress through the 

. receiver and ~merge from the out pat as a time function of voltage or current, 
sound pressure, or light and shade, having a waveform which will be . 
characteris'ed by those :r::eceiver circuits having the longest response time. 
In spectral~ or "frequen'cy function" terms, iInpulsive interference may be 
defined as an electromotive' force which has a substantially uniform spectrum 
OVer the bana.width',C6vered by the receiver, all of the "spectral lines" being 
suhstantiallyiri phase at the time of occurrence of the interference.. The 
e.m.f •. at the receiver output will have a frequency' spectrum characterised in 
amplitude and phase by the receiver cn-cuits having the narrowest bandWidth. 

, , , 

The relationship bet'ween the function of time to which an electrical 
signal conforms and its_frequency spectrum is determined uniquely' by' the Fourier 
integral (see for example Campbell and Foster, Bell System Monograph No. B.584-)., 
From the known attributes of this integral, and. with the assistance, of the . 
symbolic calculus'derive(1 from it, it has been possible to develop a bOmparatl.vely 
simple theorY to e'xplain the' eff'ects of irrIfmlsive noise upon receiver circuits, . 

---~ 
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and to correlate these effects with the aural impressions of a: listener. 

consist 
periods 

It should be stated that virtually all cases of impulsive interference 
of repeated pulses of energy vvith relatively very ;Long quiescent ' " 
between them. .., I, 

l11nong source~ of imRulsive il1terference may be mentioned electric 
railways, motor car ignition systems, and many domestic appliances such as 
vacuum cleaaers, electric shavers, and thermostaticallY- controlled device's 
such as refrigerators an:isome electrfc iron~. ' 

,The subjective impression produced by impulsive interferenc8:is 
sometimes referred to as tlaimoyance," and manifests itself in sound receivers 
as a series of repeated clicks which, with high recur~ence frequencies are 
perceived as a frying noise. In televisionreceiver's'it takes 'the form of 
specks or short bands of light on the vie,wing screen. ' The reason,that the, 
interference, sounds ,like a frying noise rather than an even n'ote of, pulse 
repetition frequency (P.R.F.) is' that in ,the presenpe of thevvantedca.rni'er, 
the output pulse amplitudes have random values with time, because the time of 
arrival of each pulse of interf,erence will not necessarily coincide .ydth the 
same portion of the steady sinewave carrier., In other words the phase 

, difference between the RF oscillation of the, pulse· and wanted carrier signal 
will have random values at each new pulse rep.etition. It may ~ppear curious 
to the reader that this phenomenon should result in a frying noise rather thah 
a steady hiss.. It is considered that this is due to the high crest factor 
(ratio of output pulse peak ~o R.M. S. values). of impulsive interfeI;'encc. 
The crest factor is, of , course, dependenf upon receiver ,bandwidth andP.R.F., 
bein&; high for large ratios of these two quantities. " 

1.2 Choice of Interference WavefonnforEXperimental Investigation. 

It is'reasonable to su,ppo::?e thSlt the Mnoya~ce value o.f :i.rrip~lsive 
interference varies with the P.R~F., the amplitude and w~ves4ape'of the 
receiver output. From what has been said in paragraph 1. l'ft ~s' eyident that .. 
there must, be an lnfini ty' of impulsi ye wavefQrms,,,~y one', of vihich, is capable , 
of shock-exciting the inpu.tcircuits of a radio receive'r. "Lt should be 
emphasised that once the iriterfe;r-ence has passed through tlle 11nput circuits 
its characteristics vd 11 , be taken from these, and the exacivvayeformwhich 
gave rise to it is no longer of importance." The' object of this rePcrr't is', :the 
investigation of impulsive interference ill' broad'cast' reception, and w,e Inl.lst , 
therefore 'ch'oose a standard input in,terI'erence waveform - onewhi'ch vdll enable 
us to exa.m:i.ne all features of impulsive interfere:nce., S\lch' a wa,vefqr.m must 
be simple and capable of representing any)'actual waveform by prodUCing the same 
kind of receiver output as would be, produced in practical cases. 

The two functions of time best 'know:n to the physicist' in c6~ection 
with phenomena of the kind we are considering are, the, Hea,vi,side unitfunc~idn, 
or 'step' function:; and its time' differential, the impulsive 'p'" function, , ' 
known also' as Dirac's function. Both these' functions are valuabJ.,emath~atic.al 
tools, but:theyare' both diff:j.cfult -to generate in, the laboratory. 

The impulsive waveform chosen for the purpose of the investigations 
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described in this report corresponds to the function of ti.me gi.. ven by ~he 
equation: 

E( t) = 0 for (t < e) 

E(t) E -at = ce ; (t > 0) 
. 

, This :fu.rlction is shown in Fig.44 as a function of time, and its I 

frequency spectrUm is shown in Fig.45 • 

. The decrement a was chosen such that the decay of the signal. over ' 
the time requireq.for ,transients to build Up in the cirCuits of a. receiver 
~.smal1. In other words, the. experimental waveform appro:)dmatesolosely 
to a step function over a small range of time 't. 

The behaviour of rec~ivercircuits under excitation from. impulsive .A 
noise sources may be considered analytically' in terms of an applied signal '~ 
conforming either to a unit step function or a unit impulse or fp' function. 
In this report the step function type of signal has been assumed. This does 
not 'impose any' restriction on the conclusions which have been reached, since 
the'response of receiver circui tst 0 ~ impulsJ. ve noise oorresponding to the 
lp' function canreadilybe'deduced f'rOm its response to a step function 
signai; thus allsignalito noise ratios involving the radio fre.quency, 

£'0 "= .~, to which the receiver is tuned may be converted to unit impulse 
2';c ',' " '. . .... ' .. 

ratios by division 'tu me. The value or area of the unit impulse required to 
give,the s~e noise output is from Appendix 7, equation 5. 

B't = ~ ... "" .... , ....... ,~.~.,., ......................... " .......... '.' ......................... ,.................... (i) 
Wo 

where B is in amperes, volts or equ~valent field strengths 
d~pel1ding on the, form of the .signai. 

~e~ t'ime 'durati,onof ,the -implllseis assumed to be of, rectangulare 
shape.. The actllal int'erferenpe waveform used in the experimental work is 
shown in Fig.2; althoughthis appears to depart considerably from the unit 

, s~ep shape, its apparently rapid decay is in. fact much slower than a quarter 
period of the receiver input circuit's natural or mid-band frequency. The 
slope of the ;lead.ing edge. is more, than adequate to shock-excite these input 
circuits. 

1.3 Prefatory Remarks on Impulsive Interference and Bandwidth. 

Before-going into greater detail it is instructive to discus's in 
'general t'erinsthe effect of receiver bandwidth on :impulsive noise.' 

For each type of radio transmission system there exist~ a certain 
sUitabl~ overall bandwidth. In amplitude m~dulation sound .. broadcasting, for 

, , 
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example, ~ 10 kC/ s is usually considered adequate, whilst for 405 line 
televisipn~ 2t MC/s is requir~d for double sideband reception. Frequenoy 
modulated sound broadcasting is different in ,that whereas the bandwidth in 
the receiver through which the impulsive noise must 'finally pass is that of 
the audio circuits, usually abo:ut 10 kc/s, the signal requires a wider band 
(which may be in the intermediate freqUency circuits of a superheterodyhe 
receiver and need not constitute the overall receiver band'width). Furthermore" 
the wider the R.F. and I.F. bands the greater m~ be the deviation of the 
wanted signal and the greater the audio output of v,ranted sign8.1modulation. 
The audible noise spectrum, however, may be restricted to the audi,? bandwidth, 
with the corollary thn.tthe F.M., audio frequency R.M. S. output signal to noise' 
ratio is limited only by the'd.~v:i,ation imposed upon the ,;vanted signal c~rier, 
and can therefore be as'great as may' be desired. Unfortunately it is not 
possible to reap the full advantage which would accrue from very' great signal 
deviations as other considerations such as multi-path d.istortion and capture 
effect threshold impose practical limits on signal ,deviation inF.M. systems. 

. , 

The A.M. case is invariably such that the overall receiver bandwidth 
is the only on,e required by the mechanism of the mOdulation system and each 
individual link in the receiver chain, i.e. the R.F., I.F. andA.F. ,circuits 
may be designed to give the exact bandwidth required. There is no way, other 
than increasing transmitted power, in which the audio or video wanted signal 
can be increased without at the same time increasing the impulsive noise. 
The A..M. audio frequency R.M. S •. output signal to noise ratio is thus limited 
by the ratio of strengths of wanted sigrtal to impulsive interference. 

. ,'. 

. .. l.!(~-

The l,..F. peak output signal to noise ratios 'in both A.:M. @id' F.M; 
are independent of the I.F. width provided this is great'er .than twice the 
desired audio frequency barid"'vvidth. The peak signal to noise rat io has a 
greater significance in A..M. than in ,F.'. i it is, for example, considered to 
be of first importance in amplitude mOdulated televisiol'l. It will be shown 
later, however, that several clifferent experirrl(~nts indioate that the R.M •. S. 
signal to noise ratio is the mOst important for srund\,broadoast1ng, because 
the aural "annoyance value" of impulsive noise, seems to be dependent on energy 
rather than upon peak value. This has been generally accepted with regard 
to random fluctuation noise, but not so with impulsive noise •. 

1.4 Description of Test Receiver. 

'. To clarify the effects of A.M. and F.M. receivers on impulsive 
interference a detailed mathematical study has been oarried out on a number 
of representative cases. These studies sometimes followed, but were wore 
often preceded by, laboratory experiments. . , 

To simplify both the mathematios ond the experiments the .A.M./F.M. 
receiver used (see Fig. 1) consisted of. a single stage ofI.F.amplification 
without preceding frequency changer oircuits. Two different bandwidths were 
obtainable by means of a switch; these were 94 kc/a and 160 kc/s.: . The 
frequency response curves are shovm in Fig. 5. It is shovm in Appendix 5 
that the difference in transient response between a 'singlebandpass coupled 
circuit an~ several in cascade with ideal pentode valves between them is 
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negligible provided the overail bandwidths are the same. It follows that 
the coriclUE!ions~eached with the aid of,this.sii"igle·I.F.stage receiver will 
be valid for a multi-stage one. It will be noted that this I.F. receiver, 

. having no frequency changer, takes no .;tccount of the effect- of R. F. circuits 
upon the impulsive interference. This is quite legitimate if the R.F. 
bandwidth is wider than the I.F. -, for even though the R.F. circuits would 
distort the :incoming unit steps of interference, this distortion wou:l;d be 
very much less than the effect of the narrOwer I.F.circuits -upon it. 

When svdtched .to the F.M. position the receiver has two resistance 
capacity coupled amplitude limiter stages followed bya discriminator having 
a bandwidth slightly greater than twice the I.F. width. The discriIriinator 
detectors . aria. succeedingcireuits have short discharge 'time constants, so that 
voltages of I. F. half .bandwidth frequency may be passed on to the swit chab le 
d .. e-emplhas~sh· S .cir~its witshout. distortion. The discriminator characteristics' _ 
are a, _so' . own m Fig. • 

In.the .A.M •. switch position the I.F. bandpasscoupled circuits are 
followed by two resistance-capacity coupled amplifiers and an "infinite 
impedance detector" V

7
' Fig.,la. Provision is made in the catrode circuit of V

7 
to' adjust the i' .. M. audio frequency gain to that for F.M~ 

2. SUBJECTIVE CONSIDERATIONs. 

2.1' The Necessity for' Obtaining .!\&reement between Objective and SUbjective 
Exj?er:i.fuent s • 

. Atfirst sight this requirement would"not appear 'to need stressing, 
but so frequently painstaking\ laboratory experiments and theoretical work' are 
published:without final subjective ·confirmation that we wish to make a special 
pqintof ;this matter here.' 

. We' have discussed in a general way' both the interference with which . 
we propose to deal . and the receiver used to investigate it, but the third and 
final item in the chain is vital.. . This is the listener.' No subjective work 
has as yet been don~ . with regard to television,- so that we shall leave 
discuss.ion of the viewer to some future oCcasion. Objective results on 
impulsive interferel1ce in A. M. will apply to television, however, so that. it 
is probable that some careful viewing tests may be all that would be required 
to complete the television case. 

. , 

There are very ~any unanswered questions regarding the ht.imab 
perception of sound; it is therefore of interest to enquire, at this point, 
,whetn!=lr,in listening to a 1:;>roadcast programme accompanied by impulsive 
iriterferEmcethe ear is more aistr.acted by the R.M. S. (root mean square) or 
the peak value'of the noise. ' 

. . ... - If it is the ReM.S. value ·which.has greater significance,: this 
implies that it· is energy rather than' actual peak sound pres'sure which 
distracts the ~ar when listening to, this particular type of noise. The· 
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fellevdng two. subjective tests appear to. shew that energy is the 
distracting influence rather than peak sound pressure. 

2.2 Effect ef Pulse Recurrence Frequency en ".Anneyance Value" ef Impulsive 
Interference. . . 

The experiment layout and procedure fer these tests is described 
in Appendix 9, paragraph 3.2. The relative ann eyan cie values ef pulses ef 
random amplitudes are pletted against pulse, repetitien frequency (P.R.F.) 
in Fig. 3. This case cerresponds with no.rmal receptio.n condi tiens. using 
either .I~M. er F.M., where. the amplitudes ef successive pulses arernndem 
in value in the presence' ef the wanted ca,rrier, as explained in paragraph 1.1. 
Curve A, Fig., 3, was ebtained by referring the anneyance produced by each 
value ef P.R.F. to. that produced by a.P.R.F. ef 25 pis.' Curve B was ebtained 
by adjusting the neise level until ebservers stated that the interference was 
"j\lst'disturbing." These two. curves are averages ef a small number ef 
listeners.' The 11 spread." ef their results was se small that it appeared \ 
unneces~~' to. u~e greater numbers ef ebservers. Cemparisen ef Curves A 
and B With the straight line indicating 3 db per ectaveef P.R.F. shews fair 
agreement, and it vvould therefere seem that the R.M. S. value ef the neise is 
more significant than the peak: value, at any rate as re.gards variation of 
P.R.F. 

The somewhat rare case of steady arq31itude pulses -is sheym in 
Fig. '4, and is described :in Appendix 9, paragraph 3.1. . This' case cer:r:espond,s 
with .A.'NI~ er F.M. reception ef impulsive interference in the absence of a 
wanted. carrier and is, therefere, ef academic rather than practical interest, 
though it would apply to. cases ef interference in audio. amplifier chains. 
It has been stated above that the phase ef the interference relative to. th~t 
ef the carrier is invariably rsndem with the result that the effective. 
amplitudes ef each pulse when'cembined vrlth a carrier signal have raqdom 
values., If, hewever, no carrier is present the interference amplitudes vdll 
ne lenger be randem and the interference output will be unifern1 in amplitude, 
that is, each output pulse vdll have the same amplitude. In this case, ef 
ceurse, the interference takes .the ferm ef a steady' theugh disterted tene 
ef· fundamental pitch equal to. the P.R.F., In Fig. 4 again there is very 
clese agreement between the average ef the listeners" ebservatiens and the 
3 'db per ectave line. Fig. 4 was ebtained by inserting pregramme into. the 
audio. chain. ' - I 

It will be net ed thatbeth Figs. 3 and 4 de net treat with P. R. F. 
greater than 1000 pis. ,Mest interfering d.evices de net preduce pulses vdth 
greater repetitien ~requencies than this. It w211 be ebserved that in 
Fig. 3 we de net treat vdth P.R.F. less than 25 pis, because fer pulses with 
lewer repetitien rates than this it was found that the anneJrance value 
remained .. censtant down to. abeut 6 pis. Thus, at very low ,recurrence 
frequencies it weuld appear thfl-t the ear singles eut each indivi9-ua1 pulse 
and is 'then mere influenced by peak sound pressure than by energy. At 
,values ef P.R.F. less than 6 pis the psychelegical state of the listener 
becemes'impertant in that the degree of .anneyance increases if the ebserver 
i~ waiting, as it were ina state ef suspense, fer the next cliyk to. occur. 
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It is interesting to note that the "spread" of observers' results becanes 
very great at lov{ recurrence frequencies, but as the effect is less at low 
P.R.F: it is less important. 

2.3 Effect of Audio Bandwidth on "jUmoj'8nce Value ll of Impulsive Interference. 

The practige of pre-emphasising transmitter modulation coupled vdth 
suitable receiver de-emphasis can permit of a certain reduction in receiver 
bandvddth whilst, still maintaining a flat overall transmission frequency
characteristic up to the highest audio frequencies considered necessary for 
sati'sfactory reception. This scheme provides a means of discriminating 
against noise 'without this, being at the expense of upper frequency response. 
It 'is th\1s ot; interest to study the subjective effect of variation of receiver 
audio bandwidth upon impUlsive noise. 

,The experimental method is described in Appendix 9, paragraph 3.4. e 
It, was f01,lnd t.hat for, bandwidths between 6~ kC/s and l~-:kc/s, the annoyance 
value of the noise increased at the rate of 3 db per octave of bandvddth. 
This result obtained in both A.if. and 'F.M. reception. Thus, again, it would 
appear that for norma:L audio bandwidths the ear takes more account of energy 
than peak sound pressure. - 'J'his result would obviously not hol0- good for 
bandvridths much greater than 6 kC/s, as the ear response would be SO small at 
such frequencies that it would be insensible to bandvddth changes. It should 
be remembered that the above results apply only to the case of random amplitud.e 
.pulses, for change of bandvddth would produce practically no audible effect on 
an even approDll1ately pure audio tone of frequency lower than the audio upper 
cut-off. Interference from pulses of uniform amplitude could only occur if 
these were inserted directly in the audio circuits and so such interference 
would only be encountered rarely, except vvherein it occurred on long land lines. 

2.4 Notes. 

An interesting point brought out by the experiments on the effect of 
P.R. F. on "mat we might c8,ll the "annoyance index" was that if the. listener 
attempted to judge annoyance vdthout the presence of wanted programme, it was 
noted th~t although for each octave increase of P.R.F. an increase of annoyance 
of a,bout 3 db was observed, yet the increment of annoyance for a sudden increase 
of P.R.F. of several octaves was only slightly greater than 3 db. Here we have 
a paradox - the whole is not equal to the' sum of the part s. It was thus found 
that the measurement of annoyance is neither easy' nor reliable vdthout the 
presence of a standard of reference, distraction from which is defined as 
annoyance. , 

I 

, It should be rioted that in the experiment oescribed in paragraph' 2. 3 
the pulse heights were not reduced to compensate for the increases brought 
about by the bandwidth increases. In other vmrds, the true overall effect of 
bandwidth. was subjectively determined .. , It is probably marc instructive and, 
less confusing, at least in this case, to regard an increase in bandwidth as 
a spectral rather than as a time functioD phenomenon. ,It is simple in this 
wa:y to imagine an iner.ease of bandwidth' as a simple increase of the number of 
lines in the frequency spectrum q,ccepted. 
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3. IMPULSIVE lNTERFEREtJCE IN A. M. 
) 

\ . 

3.1 Demodulated I.F. Outp:ut . 

. \ We now proceed with the examination of the effects produced 
upon a; ~it step receiver input by the bang.pass ooupled tuned I. F. circuit 
in th~ experimental re~eiver, Fig •. 1. The demodulated ()Utput Vfhioh we 
are &.b~t. to discuss will appear across the 20. kQcathode.resiator:ot 
valve 117, Fig.la. If the de-emphasis switch in the anode bf'Va is in the 
o 'J.'Sposition, this same output will appear subst8nti8J.lyUnalter~d at the 
QU;put terminals. qf V9, .' sinoe great oarehas been taken,.to make the::aJ:!.dio 

bandwidth in the 0 .pS . position larger than half' '<the I.F. bandwidth, this 
being approximately the envelope frequency of the R.'F. pu:Lse of'interference. 
The impulsive waveform at the input is, as has already been said, shown in 
Fig. 2, and will b~ref~rred to as a unit step as.explained in.paragraph1.2. 
Before proceeding farther we must find. the wavefo;r'1Il assumed by this unit 
stbp o.f interferenoeas it emerges from the I.F. circuits of .the receiver.' 
This w8.ve:rorm is, obtamed mathemat:1.callyin Appendix 3,' and an attempt to 
der~ve it from physical considerations folloWs. The transmission'frequenoy 
characteristics ,of the bandpass coupled oircuits between valves: V1,andN2" 

F~g. la; are shown in Fig. 5. Now, the. frequenoy mate (as defined by' 
G. A. Campbellor Fourier transform,- or frequency spectrum ofa rad.:io 
f'J.'equencyoarrier wave, ~plitude modulated by a' damped sinewa.ve,i!'l~st 
ident'ical with the responses shown in Fig. 5. . Further, if'the I.F. . , 
bandwidth is small compared withthe mid-band frequency, th,espectrumof ': 

, the unit step input will be substantially uniform over the.I.F.' blmd; '. . . 
(for instance, the:spect,ral heights of the band :Limits nlight De prop'ortio!)al 

I" '1 . ", ' 

to 90 - .075 and 90 + .075 for a 90 Mcls transmission enploying ~ 75 kcls 
deviation) • Hence we may deduce' that the int erference noise output 'will 
oonsist ofa carrier wave amplitude modulated by a damped sinewave(equation 8, 
Appendix 3) which is reproduced 'below' -: .' .. '.' . .' ,",' 

-at·,' . '. '.' . 
'e( t) = -woLe sin mt. cOswot .. _ ..... ~ .......... : .... ~.::.:: ....... -· . _' (2) 

. wherein Wo ~ mid-band angularf'requency, 

L = inductance' of eachI.F. bandpass circui~ coupled,poils 
" . 

. n = KQ . 
¥ • 

K= coupling factor of;I~F. 'bandpaSs' coupled circuj,:ts 
.". • • , .'~ 1 , 

i. Q = quality factor of,'.uncoupledidentical t.F.circuits . . . . 
a=~=12'l![ tk ' 

2Q .Fl(n) . '.k 

.f::. f ~= half' I.F., bandwidth 'tor:3 db fall in responf?e frOm that at fo 
. .; \ 

Fl(n)- a function ot: n shown in Fig. 7. 
\ 
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The action of: detecting or'demodulating this I.F. output voltage e( t) yvill 
result in a voltt\.gc VI (t)given by equation 9, Appendix';;. 

-at 
VI ( t) =. -COo Le sin not ....................................... : ......................................... ( 3) 

\ 
If, for instance" the circuits are at critical ,coupling, n = 1, and from . " . flf . 
Fig. 7 Fl en) ="~ so the frequency of the demodulated output is n-. The 

, I 

function Fl(n)is such tha:t for normal' values of n U1,et vd th in pFactice the _. 
. ·M ' \ 

pulse" output frequency is very ::;lose to,J'l. Fig. 6e, and 6b shO\y actual I 

photographs of' .the time function VI (t) given by equation j, 'Whilst' Fig 36 
shows' a graph of this expression. If we take the amplitude of the wit 
step interference as'unity <md postulate a steady wantedcar.rier of amplitude, 
1'], then 1']. is the input peak signnl to noise ratio. The signal voltage 
amplitude"at,the demodulator is from equation ~ appendix 3. 

\ I 

= Tpt:L 1: n2 • f ~~l(n) ................ ~ .......... , ....... (4) 

, 

If this wanted signal is8inplituCle modulated to a depth·of 100%, ~hi.s.peak 
value of e.l will appear at the demodulator output. , . 

• 
. It will be observed that the signal voltage el is :iriversely 

prOportional to bandwidth, whilst the noise volta,ge VI is not, and sO the 
gain of' the narrower band circuits between valves VI and V2' Fig.la, has 
been reduced' so as to equalise the overall signal gain for the two bandwid,th 
switch. positions. The reason for this gain change is' simply to arrange that 
when the I.F. bandwidth switch is operated the receiver programme output does 
not change. Thus instead. of the programme output being inversely proportional 
to :t.F'~ bandwidth it remains constant, and instead, the noise, which was ' 
const~t" now becomes directly proportional to ,I.F. bandvtidth,. This had, or 
course, no effect whatever on the signal to noise ratio, in which we are 
interested., This gain red:uction of the narrower band circuits was achieved 
by a proportionate reduction in the circuit inductance L. If the noise and e 
wanted signal are received simultaneously the noise envelope given in equation. '. 
3 will nave an amplitude dependent upon the exact time of arrival of the unit 
step interference vis a vis the phase of the signal. , 

~\s the output noise will have random amplitudes at each successive 
repetition of input interfering unit step it behoves us to enquire what will 
be the greatest value of interference" and also .what 1Iillbe the mean~ Now 
the depth of modulation of the.noise,puiseupon the wanted signal (this depth 
is here assumed to be ~otgreater than lOO%) is proportionaJ,. to the' cosine 
of the phase angle betwee~ "noise pulse carrier" (pGfMJot in ~quation 2), and 
wanted carrier~ This cosine is c05'9 inFig~' 22. Thel max:i..m.:un noise 
modufation is, then, given when the noise pUlse carrier and wanted carrier are 

, exactly in or out of phase.' Equation.3 thus gives the'maximum deP,lodulated 
noise output'in the 'presence of wanted signal. .All signal to no:t~e ratios 
dealt with later are .calculated on' a basis of this maximum value of noise. 
The mean 'of the random amplitudes has~ 'Qeen calculated in Appendix 6. . .The mean 
of the demodulated posi tiNe noise peaks, that i~, those which inCrease the 
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carrier strength differs fl"om that of the negative or "itwfard" peaks for 
low values of· carrier to noise ratio, though the mean of. the posi tiwa 
and negative means remains cleseto 0.63. It is this "mean of means" 
which is significant in 'the case of R.M. S. and aural signal. to noise 
ratios. In vievv of these remarks it should be noted that all R.:M.S •. 
signal to noise ratios should he increased .hy 4 db I .corresponding:to 
1/0.63 if' we are to allow for the assumption that the ear takes account 
of the; me~n of the random values ,of the R.M.S. noise. ]Iig. 25 shows 
the values of the means of the outward and inward peaks of nois,e 
modulation.' Figs. 6c and 6d correspond to Figs.6a. and 6b but wl:;i.erein 
the noise and signal are both present. The various ·random IAlllpli tudes 
of successive noise output pulses arriving during .the exposur.e time of 
tl).e photograph are plainly visible; some, are positive, some negati'We,. 
and all intermediate values are also present. The wanted carrier to 
noise ratio was fairly high so that the invvard and outward impulses of 
noise are practically equal. Tms, corresponds with Fig. 25 for earn.er 
to noise ratios. not less than about 5. The effect of bandwidth is seen 
to be exa.ct.ly the same ~ in Figs. 6a am 6b. The. peak Value of' the 

demodulated I.F. output :aoise pulse occurs :at time t = aratan n" a:k14 if , . ' .' no: " ,: 
n, = 1;. for example, this time, is one eighth of the period of the pulse 
instead of one quaJ."'ter period asi t wOl.lld h?-ve been in the case of an 
undamped sinewave. This peak value is, from Appendix .3, equation 10. 

nIDoL ................................................. :(5) 

b
r7nJ. e .1 + n

2 

where ~, = arctan n.. 

If. we divide 4 by 5 we obtain the demodulated~I.F~ outpeak peak signal 
to noise ratiO, Appendix 3, equation 11. 

, ~ \ fJ!ll(n), e b'/n 
A.M. I.F. outpeak Peak(S~?nal) ~ ~ . 

I (NoJ.se ) I 2 
2& V 1 +. n 

...... , ............. ( 6-) 

,From this we see that the greater the bandwidth the worse is the peak 
signal to noise ratio. , ,Equation 6 has been found to agJ7e'e with abt-ual 
measl4"ement to \wi thin \ i db (Appendix 2, Table 1).' TheR.M. S. signal' 
"to noise ratio is given by Appendix 3, equation 16.· ' , 

A.M. I.F. Output R.1Vr.~: 

where fr = P.R.F. 

- \ 

This ratio, as in the case of random fluctuation nOise, is inversely 
proportipnal to the square root of the baridwidth. This similarity 
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between the R.}4. S. values of fluctuation and impul'sive noise is due .to the 
identity of . their reElpective spectra over the r~ceiver bandwidth. 

, , ' '., ' ". , 

:' The crcist factor of the noise is given by Appendix .3, equation 17. 

'. {l.ll I.F. cnitputNeise (Pe~) )' = 2 .. e -bl/iln/f~ifn)' .... ·: ..... :.·.(8.,.) 
. :':. . . (R.1'1. S. V . 

This crest factor is of importance in the measurement of' impulsive noise. It 
.has heretofore been supposed that the ear. takes note of sOme property of the 
noise closely allied to either the mean value or the R.1<r. S., and so noise 
measuring receivers contain a meter which endeavours to inci:i.cate something 
not greatly,'different iran'the R.M.S. value~ ,'If the qrest factor is high 
this meansthat~he' peak' value of noise is much grea:cer than that of tlle R.M. S. 
v¥ue,' and so the amplifier immediately preceding the R~M. S. indicator must be 
capable of undistorted amplificat~on at leveis much greater than that indicated 
by the R.M. S. meter. , 'Oonsid,er, for example, an .A.M. sounq receiver of I. F. 
bandwidth 10 .kc/s with circuits at critical coupling and interference at a. 
P~R.F. of 100 ·p/s. . The crest factor for th:ls set of conditions would. be 31 db. 
On theo,ther hand, ,a television receiver' of 5 Mcls I. F. bandvcidth in' sindlar . 
circumstances would give rise tQ a crest factor of 58 db. (B~th' the~e figures 
are.4 db' greater than the value calculated. from equation 8, so as to account 
for the mean of random R. M. s. values). Further examples of crest factor are 
given in Appendix 1, Table 2. 

'-, 
3.2 Audio or Video Output. 

We nOVf pass· on \ to study the effect s produced upon th~ demodulated 
I.F. noise.outputpt;lse 1;>y the audio or video portion of the rec;eiver •. For 
simplicity this vcill be taken to'consist of a simple de-en~hasis circuit, 
but the arguments used will apply with almost equal valid.ity- to any normal 
low pass device having'.a substantially unifonn r-esponse up to its cut-off, 

, OYa . ..:: f I' , " ..' ,. ' 

frequency .2rc- . a ".' .An inspection of Figs. 6a, b, c and d shows that the 
noisepuls~may be. regard.ed. as a. heavily damped ~inewave, ,in that. the' , 
amplitude of th~ f:iecondhalf sinewave is very- nru.ch less than that 'bfthe 
first. In fact.; in dealing qualitatively with the effects produced upon 
it by the low pass device, the second half sinewave of the noise pulse may be 
neglected. _ .This :no.ise ,pulse enters the de-emphasis pondenser and charges' it 
,to a value depepdent. upon the .area.or time integral of the pulse and the 

, " "I " 
de-emphasis time constant.W;., ,.The de-emphasi-s condenser then discharges 

, . .; , . 1 
at a rate determined ~y the time constant wa ,during the quiescent period 
between interfering ,pul~es. Now the peak charge on the de-emphasis condenSer 
is proportional tt!) the'time integral of the d~dulated I.F. output pulse, 
and this time integral is independent of T. F. bandwidth. It therefore 
fo1lovvs that 'the ,peak audio noise output is independent of I.:':I'. bandwidth' 
provided .that this width is at least tvrice, the audio bahd'VlJidth. '. (It is here 
aSsumed that the de-emphasis circuit does not· a1.ter -signal mOdulation . 
amplltud,e, or that if' it doel3 pre-emphasis is postulated ~t the transmitter 

1 
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to re-establish a flat ove~ali respOnse for signal rrodulation f're'qu~ncies)~ 
From the for'egoin'g statemedts that 'Ooth noise e.nd signal are independent 
of LF. bandwidth, it may be $eei1: lip-at the A.F. output peak sfgnai to 
no~se ratio is likevtise independent of I.F. bandvvid,th provided the latter 
is a~, least as great as double the audio Width," ','. Another'wayof arriving 
at the same conclusion is to consider, for 'example, a doubling ofI.F. 
bandWidth.. In this circumstance, the peak l. F. output will be dOubled, 
but :since :the I. F •. half band~9,tt is assumed to be at least as 'great as 
that of the ~F. de-emphasis circuit this peak will be halved, on account 
of the frequency characteristic of the de-emphasis cirCuit Which, -, 
att eriuat ~s at the rat e of'6 db per oct ave. Here once again the pealt 
A.F. output noise is independent of .I.F. width as in the case of the ',' 
signal modulation or in other words, the peak A.F. output signal to . 
rioiseratio is independent of, 1. F.: ,width. Fig. 8 shows ,the' A.F:'outpllt 
wavef0!'fIl for t:'I"rQ values of 1. F. b~dvr.idth ana: three d,e-emphasis 'tiine ' 
constants.. The time duration of the white traces in the photographs ,'" 
of Figs. 6, 8 a,'1d, 9 is approximately 60 microseconds. , 'It 'will be' 
observed that the peak value' of 'the vvavef0rm is practically constant 
even~vvhen t,he I.F. bandwidth Change's by 1.7 to land' thati t is " -:' 
practically'; inversely proportiqnal to de-empha.sis tjme-constant or' 
directlyproportj,ona1 to audio band:widt~ The peak AiF. output' signal' 
to no~se. ratio cannot be given by a single algebraic expression bu~ may 
be obtairied by dividing equafion 4, section 3.1 by equation 21, appendix 3, ' 
and, then mserting into this ratio the value 'of at which satisfie$ the 
trarlscendental equation 22 of appendix 3. This 'ratiO. is' giver~ in:' 
appendix 2, equation 1. A quick practical way ef obtai.ning the . 
appr04 imate A.l". peak output signal to' noise ratio when the I. F. wtdi;h 

,'is greateJ;" tllaI?- twice the audio, is '~o multiply equation 6 by the :tatio' 
ofl1 f to A. F. bandWidth. . r " 

. ; A nUmber of experimental me:.asurements arecompareill: vvith 
calou1atio,ns in Appendix 2, Table 2. It may, be' seen that the difference 
hetwe<?n'calculation with this equ,at:ion and meaSurement ,is of" the order 
of 2 db in rat:ios around, 60 db~ , '. Now the peak 'signal, to noise ratio ' 
is useful to kfnow frOll the point of view of noise measurement anderes~ 
factor determination but as stated in section 2.1 it is ',not the signal 
to noise iatioheard by the ,ear., The. aural signal to' nois~ ratio may 
be obtained from the R.}~.S.signal to noise r:.:~.tioby t.aking ,into 
account the response shape of the ear, 'although this in its turn is 
subject to a great number of variables of which sound loudness is one 
of the most important.' The .audio frequency R.M. S. signal to'rioise 
:ratio is a measure ,of ,the A.F~ output noise energy,mld since the 
en~gy' spectrum; rf the, input noise ori impulsive interferance is 
substantially flat, over the receiyer ,bandltvidth the .~F.· ,output energy 
will be pr.oportionaL to the overall (therefore 'narrowest) bandwidtn in 
the receiver. 'If the I.F. bandwidth is not less than· tvvioe that of 
the A.F.',circuits, then' the A.F. (,')utput R.Wl.S.signal·to noise r;:l.tio 
will,be irldependent of I.,F. bandwidth, 'and inver:sely proportional to the 
square root, of the audio bandwidth, equatiOn 27, 'appendix 3 rep.:roduced' 

, t., 
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A' general formula re1a.ting to, the relative values of I. F. and 
A. F. bandwidths from whioh equation 9, above, was obtained, is given in' . t' 
Appendix 3 as equation 26. ,Equation 9, and t~ equation f~ whioh'it J.s 
derived, assume that the audio portion of the reoeiver oonsists of an ideal 
low pass filter - not a de-emphasis oircuit. The cut-off frenuenoy of this 

, ':I. 1 

filter is taken as fa' If, in fac1;, de-emphasis of time constant 21tfa be 
,,', , /[ 

used insteai, it is ne,cessary to multiply equation 9 by\/, 1t because the energy 
, 1 

bandwidth of a de-emphasi~ circuit of time constant 2 1t fa oorresponds with 
. "~ '1t 

tha.t of a low pass\ fi,lter of out-off frequenoy '2 fa 

Some oomparisons between oa1cu1ation and measurement are shown in 
Appendix 2, Table' 3. De-emp~is was actually used, and instead of multiplying 

~quation 9 by/f to aooount f'~r the larger energy. bandwidth of de-emphasis the 
value of fa pUt into this equation ~s itself multiplied bY'-i- and refer:ed ~o. in 
the table as "effective fa"" The discrepanoy betweenthoorf and praatJ.oe J.S ' 
thus seen to be not greater than 2~ db. at rat ios corresponding to some 70 db.' , 

Now the_ ft0tual~,aural signal to noise ratio oan be calculated from , 
equation,,9 in which'l fa. nas a vallW' d,et,ermined' frdma oonsideration ,"jf the:- ..energy 

ba:Q,dw:Ldth of'a ,de-emphasis circuit in oasc'ade with a low pass filter of' 
energy width aPt?rQx~ating to.5 kO/s, the latter resulting' from a detQnnination 
of the energy w.id~h of the C.C.I.F. e~ response ourve, ,Appendix 3, equation 32. 
In these-oircumstanoe.s the aural signal to noise ratio is given by equation lO 

i' belowwhioh is"a.oombination of ~quation'9 above and equation 32, Appendix 3. 

(Signi) = 1t ,f ci A. M. ,Aural (l'TOise 1'1"2 . , .............. : .......... (10) 
Vfrfa arotan .2 

fa 

wherein all frequenCies are in kilocycles p~r second. 

, ~ attempt t'o check equation 10 by listening tests, was a fa.ilure, 
in that observers were not able oonsistent1y to judge equality of loudness 
between tone or programme on the one hand and the frying noise produced by 
pulses of random amplitudes-on the ot\ler. This was an attempt to judge, 
aurally, an absolute signal to noise ratio. Listeners gave answers both 
hi~er and lower than the calou1ated values but with sO gr~~t a statistical 
spread as to ,be useless. " I, ' " 

In Fig.l2 a calculated aural signal to noise rl'ttio is shown. The' 
audio port~on ofthereoeiver is taken' to be an ideal low pass filter of 
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cut-off 5 kC/s which, according tp the C.C.I.F.e~ curve, rep~esents 
the energy bandwidth' of the iistener's ear 'When listening to an A.M. 
receiver having an audio. width riot less ,than 'that of the ear itself. 
The carrie,r to noise ratio, 11, is arbitrarily taken as unity. ,It may be 
seen that the sim!?lified ~quation 9 holds with reasonable accuracy down to 
I. F. band'!V'idths not. less than double the audio width. Exactly the same 
curve as Fig. 12 ,would' r,?sult from the applicatio~ of an impulse of 0.038 
micfocoulombs instead of the unit step actually chosen. " '. f 

Regarding the input int erference as of unit. st ep form· 'for -t 
th~ m6ment~ and assuming that a reasonable output signal to noise ratio 

" might be of the ord~r of 40 db. we see' from Fig. 12 that this would be . 
obtained from an input noise tq signal ratio of 73 ·db (the. output signal. 
to noise ratio for T] = 1) minus 40 db., = 33 db. Thus if a 40 db. output 
signal to p.~ise ratio were ,obtained with . an input signal of, 'o~"exantPle" 
50 millivolts then the input noise would .be 33 db. great,er thap 50 
mi11ivcilts. or 2-! volts. . The noise"red.ucing properties' of sound :receivers 
are, thus seen to b~ considerable and it is worth noting that in oases of 
severe interference of an impulsive nature ,this may amount to field r' ' 

strengths of many peak volt's per metr~. This applies to F.M.with even 
~e~ter ,force,. as shovm in Fig.13. 

Some cases of 5iudio frequency R~M, S. signa.l tonoisE;l r~tios 
of, general, interest are <shovvn in Appendix 1, Table l~ 

3. 3 Effect of Mistuning. 
.;f'.., 

J 

, All the foregoing assumes that' the receiver is accurately tuned 
to the incoming wanted signal carrier frequency. The effect of mistuning 

. ,is shown in Fig.,lOa.. There is,. in this case, a frequency difference 
component between the wanted carrier and thecosWot term in, equation .2. 
because the mis-tuningwi1~ result in the want~d' carrierf'requency,~elng , 

·Wo, " 

off, centre whilst the noise will always remain at·thet'requenpy. 2'Jl •.. , ,The 
.beat note between c8.ITier and the radio frequency osci'llation of the noise 
pulse will not have zoro frequency SO that the envelqpELof the noise 
radio frequency oscillation will not be simply .that given by equation 3 
but will be modulated by the ,frequency difference between carrier and noise 
pulse R. F. osci11ati~n, that is, by the 8.!OOunt of the mis-tune. , .An 

\ extreme mistune results in a slight reduction of noise due to a ,partial 
conversion of a,unidirectional pulse into positive and negative pulses, 

,but this process will be described later when dealing with F.M. as it is 
of first '-importance' inthl'l~ caSe. 

,4. ,gilPlJLSIVE INTErun!:RENCE IN FeM. 

4.1 Demodulated I.F. OutPut. 

The frequency modulation· receiver use.d for the tests is shovm 
in Fig. 1. I, The valves V2 and V3 .Fig.la are resistance-capacity ,coupled 

.. } 
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, amplifiers. V4 is, a limiter &ld V5 is the limiter-cliscriminatorfeed 
valve. The demodulated frequency modulated I. F. output is fed fran the 
discriminator detector V6 on to ,the grid of the A.F. amplifier V8 with 
de-emp~asis circuits in its &lode as described elsev~ere. Fig.5 shows 
the discriminator characteristics.' 

.~ . '. . 

In wh\'it follow!'!' we shall assume that the ma.ximum phase angle 
displa.Cement 6fthe, resultant vector of carrier and impulsive interference 
is small enough for the sine, t~ t&lgent and. the angle to be taken as equal, 
'Fig. 16. Tnis restriction is not as sev,ere as might be supposed, since input 
noise to signal ratios of up to 46 db; still maintain a linear relationship 
between input and 'ouiptit signal· to noise ratios as would be predicted by 
subsequent theory, at Ems rate in a'typical case, Fig.ll; , , ' ' 

" " Now in the case of a F.M. receiver the I.F. noise'voltage given 
by equation 2 will addvectorially With the carrier volt?-ge, forming a 
re suI tent whiCh, will' vary in both phase and. ami?li tude. The amplitude 
variations '''",,:ill be eliminated by the limiters V4 8?d V5, Fig.la. The phase 
variations of this resultant Will g~ve rise to, a noise frequency modulation 
proportional to the rat,e of change of this phase angle. 

We shall assume, as we did in the A.M. caSe, that the receiver 
iscorrectlytun6d ,to the wanted F.M. 'signal (assumedunmodulated for" 
simplicity). A case of mis-tuning is shown in Fig. lOb. .As in the .A.'M. case, 
slight mistuning has a negligible effect on the noise output though it m~, 
of course, have a considerable effect on the wanted signal. . 

By virtue of the assumption of correct tuning, the noise 
, ~ 

oscillation radio carrier frequency 211: equation 2, is equal to . .:that of t1;le 
wanted signal. Thus the resultai1t of wanted carrier and noise is the', ~' 
oomposit~on, not of, a vector rotating around anothe'r', but .. of' av~~tor ha;ving 
for each -rep~atedi>ulse of interference a. constaiit phase" ang~e, y', ,with the 
carrier component, and this oarrier component, Fig.16~' The noise veotor 
will thus, as it Vtere, shoot out from the tip of· the oarrier veotor a~ ,any 
angle" Y, chosen at random. The law of increase of amplitude of the' noise 
vectqr is, given by equation 3. Since the maximum phase displacement of the 

I, resultant vect.or is assUmed to be small, t~\ angle between noise &ld oarrier 
. 'R ' 

, -
veotors whioh will give rise, to maxinrum rat e of ohange of phase is 2 minus 
phase displac~ment, Appendix 3, and. Fig'. 16. ' , 

If A is t:r~e discriminator co-effioient in volts per oycle per 
second, it! follows that demodu;tated noise output from the a,:lsoriminat~r 
wil,l be proportional to the product of A and the r.ate of change of phase 
displac~ent of the resultant of qarrier and noise veotors. From Appendix 3; 
equa.tion 37, this demoqulated noise output from the ,discriminator is, 

I 
j .. ', 3/2 

Aae l+02 ) -at' ," 
V 2( t);I: 211:1lnQ e' sin( nat- b' ) 

'. 

.k 

\ , 
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Figs. 6e and 6f shOw this I.F. output voltage. As in the A.M. case the 
various random amplitude,pulses occurrihg during the photograph exposure 
time may be plainly seen. These random amplitudes are due to the random~ 
phase angles between, noise and carrier vectors at each recurrence'of 
interference. 

If we refer, for a moment, to Fig.6a for example, and follow 
the variation of the slope of this waveform vre see that from an initial 
slope of zero it falls to a minimum ('!negative rp.aximum"), then to zero 
when the waveform negative peak is attained, and rises once more to a 
positive 'maximum during the upvrard or trailing edge of the pulse and 
finally d,own to zero again. This is effectively a description of the 
frequency modulated I. F. output waveform shown in Fig. 6e. If, of all 

- the random pulses shO'lJm in this picture, we consider one of the'two outer 
or maxinrum ones, and choose that one which starts to go negative or 
dovmwards in the photograph, we see that it reaches a "negative maximum ll 

at first, then rises to zero and then passes through a positive m~ 
before re-attaining zero again.' . 

strictly speaking, equation 11 assumes an aperiodic discrimmator, 
that is a device having a sloping rectilinear characteristic in thE( 
amplitude frequency plane without any selectivity or limit. If, as in 
normal practice, the discr:i.IYri.nator has a bandwidth of the order of twice 
tJ:J.at of the I. F. circuits, equation 11 gives a reas(:mableapprO:x::imationto 
the results obtained. Comparison of Fig.6e with 6f shows that the peak 
discriminator output is approaching proportionality to the square of the 
I.F. width. This is simply because the F.M. output is proportional to 
the product of the slope and heigh;t of the A.M. pulse, and both these, 
quantities vary directly with bandwidth·as described in section 3.1. 

, The peak ormaxi.IDum vaJ.ue of equation 11 oCCW::s at· time t= O· 
arid. is given'by Appendix 3; equation 38. -, 

= \ .A{l~l + n
2

)" 

21T llf 0 

.-....... --.-.............. ' .. -.-' ........ ~.;--... -............ ~ 

, The signa.l' modulation output from an ideal disat'iminator is proportional' 
to the deviation of its carrier frequency. We shall assume in all that 
follows that 100% or full modulatio;n involves a complete utilisation of 
the I.F. haJ.f bandwidth to the limiting frequencies at which the 
respOnse has decreased from its mid-band vaJ.ue by 3 db'. '.' This frequency, 
swing is I .6 f I . (see Fig. 7). , "". 

. . \ 

Thus the modulation output from the discriminator for 100% modulation is 

:;;: A .6.f 

--L"':~ 
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Dividing 13 by 12 gives 

= ,1') f of 1 
2 

( n ) .. ~ .... _ .... _ ....... ....;,_.~" ( 'UJ.,.) 
2 (1 + n2) IJ.f 

F.M. I. F. Output 'Peak .~~~ 

Comparing equation 14 with 7 we see that although the F.M. 'peak noisQ is 
proportional to the square of·the bandwidth, since the modulation is 
proportional to bandwidth" the peak signal to noise ratio is similar to 

\ 

the.A.M. case in being inversely proportional to it. E9-Uation 14 has been 
found to agree with actual measurements to within 3 db" {ApPC9ndiX 2, Table 1). 

The I.Fe. ,output R.M.S • .signal to noise ratio is given by equation 44, 
Appendix 3. ' , " a 

'. ., 
D fo 2lF/~_,(:us) 

'1 + n \ fr.!!l f 
, F,ll. ' I. F. Output R. Mo S. = 

This ratio is similar to the .A.M. case with regard to I.F. bandwidth. This 
means that the advantage of wide band. F.M. over A..M. is not obtained until 
the interfering noise meets the filtration of the narrower band. audio circuits. 
We shall deal with this later. . The frequency modulated I.F. output noise 
crestfaotor is from Appendix 3, equation 4.5 ' 

~peak)' F.M. I. F. Output Noise ReM. S. ) 

This F.~, c:r:-est ,.f-act~ .~xceed.s it,S ~M. ~t.E3rp~ by :the., IlDl1~;i,ply:i,.ng factor 

e bYn, Whichfo~ critioally' cOupled circuits (n = i) becom~s 2.'2. Thus the 
mea.surement"ofi-frequehoY~6dula:t-e~'-R;M.~~ noisereqliires I!l0re ~ha.ri· tw::i:g~ the 
range of linear amplification than that required for .A.M. 

4. 2 Audio Output. 

,It should. be noted that Figs. 6e and 6f differ from Figs. 6c and 
6d in two fundamental respects. First, as alread;y" stated, the I. F. output I 

noise pulse height is .proportional to the square of the. I. F. bandwidth. 
Secondly, whereas in A.M. (Figs. 6c and 6d).there is virtually one single 
pulse for each suocessive repetition of impul,sive interference, in F.M. 
(Figs. 6e and 6f) there are two pulses of opposite polarity. Furthermore, 
the time integrals of these two F.M. pulses are nearly equal SO that though 
the first pulse charges the de-emphasj,s condenser in a manner similar to 

I that described for A.M. in section 3.2 the seoond pulse discharges this 
condenser. The smaller charge still left after this process decreases 
exponentially in the normal manner. For' a l theoretical I.F. to A.F. half 
bandwidth ratiO of unity, this oharge and discharge process gives F.M. an 
advantage overAeM. of.5 db. in A.F. output R!M. S. signal to .noise ratio. 
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The freqtlel)cy modulated .6 .. F. butp~t peak sign,al to noise ratIo is, ·like IJO 

the A.M.ca.se,il:ldependent of I.F. ,'Qandwidth, Qeqause although the F.~ .• 
A. F. output noise peak is proportionaL' to I. F.W:i;dth,;,. so is the . • C 
demodulated wanted, signal. This is because we have assumed that the 
wanted signal deviation is made equal to the I.F •. half bandwidth, ~ f. L( 
The reason that the frequency modulated AoF. output noise peak is 
proportional to I.F. bandwidth is simply this: - on emerging £'rom the 
discriminator it is proportional to the square of the I.F. pandwidth; iloa 
the attenuation of the de-emphaSis circu~t to frequencies beyond its pass ~nBd 
range is 6 db. per octave, and. in ,consequence this square law is reduced tCfuroo 

• a linear law as i,n the case of . .A.-M. in sec:tion .3. 2. . . .' . 0 -1:0 

. alon 
Fig.9 shows the A. F. OtJ.tput waveform for various I.F. bandwidtp.s 

and de-emphasis .time constants. It should be remembered that the durations 
of the pulses in Fig. 9 are such that they are per se practically inaudible. 
It is, only the slow decay voltages which are heard. .r'\J3 in the A.M. case, 
it is not possible to give a sihgle algebraic expression for the frequenerYi:erfw' 
modulated A. F.output peak signal to noise ratio. 

. If· the value of -at 'which satisfies. the transcendental equati~ j. t S 
49, appendix 3 be inserted lnto equation" 2 appendix 2 the desired rati0:t .rL:t.i:w 
m~ be obtained. The equation thus developed agrees with actual . ed asrl 
measurements to vdthin about 2 db. as shovm in Appendix 2, Table 2. It is r 
perhaps useful to remember that since bott A.M. and F.1.~ audio f'requency ( "-
output peak signal to noise ratios 8:I'e independent of I.F. bandwidth 
(provided this is at least double the audio width), whatever the maxinn.un 
deviation employed ir,l F.M. this ratio is always of the order of 10 db· 
better than .A.M. . 

Once again, it is the R.M.S. signal to noise ratiO which has 
greater-:significance frdm the 'aural point of view. This will now be 
discussed. Claarly for the same reason as explained in. the .A.M. case 
the F.Me audio frequency output R.M.S. noise ,will-be independent of I.F. 
bandwidth and dependent upon that of the A.F., circuits. " 

Ii'l 
J. 

uo 

:'" . (:~ . ~ 
·c 

The ~equenoy modulated A.F. output R.M.S. signal to noise ratio 
is given by equation 54, Appendix 3. ;i:o!! 

)rr.sd 

F .It. .A. F • .output RoM. S •. (NSi9n~-J) 
, ( Olse 

_ ,I} f 6f . ru~o _ 'IT..,.. 0 . 
T] 2 F-'- ....... ~ ................. (~~ 0 

V -Ff f J. aLOft r' a , 

This equation is the limiting value of equation 53, appendix 3 when tl',1e 
I.F. width is greater than twice the A.F. width. Fig.13 sho\;1s that the 
approximate equation 17 'is adequate for all.normal applications. j, The 
fact that the audio bandwidth enters this; formuls. with a three halves, 8'Xsriw 
po'V{er is due to the triangular spectrt.ml of F.M. nois~. This results, 
of course, from the differenti,ation of. the phase modulation of the , 
resultant of carrier and noise vectors; appendix 3 equations 36 and 37. i.s;j' cS 
The R •. M. S. value of suoh a triangular spectrt.ml will involve the sqUare tt rl;Hw 

3d e.e,ri 
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root of the. integral of the squared spectrum and this vdll result in the 
square root of the cube of the., band limit. .AJ3 in the .A.M. case, equation 
17 assumes an ideal audio low pass filter rather than a de-emphasis cit,"cuit. 
If de-emphasis is in fact used, the R.M. S. signal to noise ratio vrouldresult 

. from an effective aUdio bandwidth equal to the I.F. half bandwidth. This 
state of affairs results from i;he combination of twO triangular slw.ped 
responses, Fig.17. . The F.Me audio noise increases linearly with frequency, 
whilst above i t.s cut-off the de-emphasis response has 11 linear decrease. . The 
combination 'of the two results in. a uniform spectrum which would extend 
indefinitely were it not for the I.F. circuits whiclp. in their selectivity fom 
the ultimate limit to this noise spectrum. It is thus necessary to include 
an ideal. low pass filter in cascade with the de-emphasis in orde:!;' to limit the 
overall hOise,spectruin. . NoW th.is is just mat 1;he listener's"ear does." For 
triangular noise the effective energy bandwidth of the ear is about 8 kc/so 
From Figs.17 and 18 and. appendix 3, equation 59 we may re-m:te equation 17 
for the aural case as . 

F.Me Aural 
f flf 

- f1 '1t • ,...' ... _====o'==:=-=:lII~ __ ~ 
- 2 J' J3 (8 -arctan 8 ) 

, . Ii;ro.f a fa "ra 

.... _-.,.-__ .... __ .. ' .... ( 18). 

wherein all frequencies are in kilocycles per second.· .Aga:il1,as with A. M. , it 
was not found possible to makeasuffiqiently precise aural check of equations 

. 17 and. 18 wOrthy of recording. ,Fig.13\ is an example of application of 
equation 18. The agreement between equat ions 17 anQ, 18 on the one hand and 
actual measurements on the other is shown to be within 4 db· :in Appendix 2, 
~.'able 4. . . 

Table 1, Appendix 1 shows two frequency' moaulated .R.:M:. S. aural 
output signal to .noise ratios 'of general interest. 

5~' 90MPARISON BETWEEN F.M. AND A.M. 

5.! R.M.S. A.F. NM.ie~·OU~~Put COlnpgison. LQW POns :F'ilter Pj~dio Circuit;s. 

We' shall first compare the R.M. S. A.F. output signal to impulf3ive 
noise rat·ios of' a: F.M. and. an A.M. receiver each having identical A.F. 
bandwidths. We assume that neither I. F. bandwidth is less than twice the 
carmon A.F. bandwidth which in its turn is limited ~y ideal low pass filters 
of cut-off fa' Appendix 2 equation 3 shows that the ratio of signal to 
noise ratios is 

\ I R.M. S. Si gnal/No:i,:Se = .............. __ ._. ___ .. _ ..... ( 19) 

where M applies to the F.M. receiver only. 

This expression agrees with measurements to within 2i db. (Appendix 
2, table 5). It is interesting to note that thfJ above result is identical . 
with the ratio of the R. M. S. signal to random f'lv.otuation noise ratios vvhich 
has been caldulated by M.G. Crosby in Froc. I~R •••. April 1937~ This is 

• , . I \' 
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, ebviousif it be' rememberedt.hat the spectra ef the two varieties ef 
neise are the same ever the relatively narrow receiver oVerall bandwidth 
as waS stated in sectien 3.1. lJlether'way ef ebtairiingCresby's result 
is to. assume, first't.hE..t the I.F.' width is much greater than the 'A.F. 
In this case the .. \.eM. noise pulse entering the A.F. circuits may ,be 

,regarded al:la Heaviside unit impulse hav;ing a unifonn spectry,trl er' 
"frequency mate." This ebviously results in an" audio. neise'speOtrUm whioh 
is uniferm up to. the audio. cru.t-eff. Now the F.M. neise pulse' entering the, 
A.F. circuits is the time derivative efi;.he A.M. pulse and is therefere a 
double pulse, eaoh half having oppesite pelarity. The "frequency mate" er 

, spectrum ef such a pulse. is, ebtainedfrem that ef ~he A.M. pulse by a 
multiplioatien by a Heaviside operateI' p = jw • Thus the F.Me puls~ 
spectrum is tri,angulw and is again limited by the audio. cut-off" Se fer 
a th~oretioal ratio. ef !::.f to., f~ ef u,'1ity, the energy ratio. ,ef the two. 
spectra'may be shewn to. be 3 'Emd the'R.M.S. ratio. to ber\l3. If!::.f e,xceeds 
fa then whereas neither the F.M. nqr A.M. ncises alter, the F.Me signal 

, increases in propertien, thus we cbtain equatien 21 by a different method 
ef r~asoning. ' , , ' 

., , 
; 

Equa.ticn 19 will not ,represent' the aural imprqvement cf' F. M.. over 
1;"M. because ne acoount haS been taken ef the oharacteristios cf the 
listener's ear. ' ' 

5.2 •. R.M.S. l~F. Ncise Output·Ccmparison. 'A2~ic Circuits oenstituted by' 
De-emphasis fcllov{ed by Low Pass Filters •. 

, .. Ifv{eassum~ that' the two. reoeivers have identioal audio. oircuits 
as in secticn 5.1 but that, this time they are ocnsti tuted by de-emphasis 
in oascade with al., 0",1 pass filter ,ef cut-eff fo, thEm equatien 19 beoomes 
(Appendix 2 equ~tien 4) " , 

RoM. S~ Sigual/Neise «F.M.) 
A.M.) 

. /\ 

, __ .,.~:~~ (20) 
.; 1'1' ... ' 

1 wherein f ri .-
2n: x de-emphasis·t,imecenstarlt 

• - • > 

Laberatory tests show tha.t agreement between equatien 20 and actu~ 
measurement is within 3 db. (Appendix 2, Table .6).· ' 

~. ..,. , 

, -;"\ 

5. 3 Aural R.M. So A. F. 'Noise Output Comparisen.Audie Circniits oenstituted 
£Y Identioal De-Emphasis. . 

'; / 

. If fa is relat.ed to. the de-emph,,?-sis time ocnstant by the relatienship 
given below equatien 20 we cbtain 

Aural Signal/Neise (F.M.) 
(.A..M. ) 

= !::.f. 
fa 

arotan.~ . 
-::::--_.....:. a:::::...1!"'" ._.:-.... ; .••• : ............. ( 21) 
Q - arotan .::t.:. .' 
fa fa. 

, , 
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wherein all frequencies must be in kilocycles per second.. This equation' is 
. obtained frqm i"ppendix 2, equation 5. Equation 21 is found to agree vd th 

aural measurement,s to witlUn ~ db. at the' worst, but :f'requently to within as 
close as 1 db. . -- . 

5.4 Aural R.M:.s. Noise Output Coniparison.· A.M. Audio Circuits having wider 
bandwidth than the Ear. . F.M. Audio Circ::m.ts constituted only El 
de';"elriphasis. 

From Appendix 2, equation 6 

. J5 tl f _ .. ___ < 22 ) 

/ 
f j (8 - arctan: 8 )1 

. 0. f 0. I"o. 
wit;h all freqUencies in kilocycles per second, and fa being def:ined in 

, equa~ion 20. Appendix 2, table' 8 shows that expression 22 does not dif't'er 
from aural. measurement s by more than l-} db. . . For. a !50 microsecond de.-emphasis, 
.fa beoomes 3.18 kC/s, and for a a..eviation. of%75 1:0/", ~ typi.cal ~'.M./.A.M. 
auralimprqvement is 28' db.' Fig. 14 . is a plot 'of expression 22' showing' the 
variation of F.M./A.M~ aural improVement with I.F. bandWidth, ,2' 6f. This 
figure is also, the quotient of Figs.13 and, 12. 

5.5 .F.M.'/A.M. Improvement Threshold. 

This is discuss.ed in Appendix 10. Impulsi ve interferenc~ in F.M. 
soundS like a succession of'clicks, if. the P.R.F. is sufficiently low and 
the signal strength sufficiently high. If the si871a1 strength be 
progressively diminiShed the clicks will give way to a succession of pops 
having a pronounced bass component as distinct from the clicks. .;M . 
~~~~k;s:"":~v:i::J:-Jr--:i:n<>Fease~~l-:tke-~;p~~~.~ 

. PeOept-i:on""'ev.er'"'l.;;~ ·'·wirl-dw:i:TIM-e=t'0=zereF'="'!he~s;=w;i:tll=tnei-r"'inUch-±rroreased"'" 
, ~~aMeying=t:lNin"-'C±-ioks)::;.r.;go"'-that-,~the,,".,a:ppfW-e1'lt 
!leti~'!i:&B~\'St"gtla'l:tO""'11PiS'e=rat·To=Xs=mneh=gre'atm-"thml--the-a.etruaa-'tl&.Peentege , 
.et~~o=pop~l-i.oks., ' 

Pops have a uniform' audio nois.e spectrum as distinct from the 
triangular spectrum associated with clicks and such a. uniform spectrum can 
only be obtained in F.Me reception when the vector resultant of carrier and 
noise makes a complete rotation of 2 m TC radians, where m is integer. . This 
can only happen when . 

. (a) . the ,11. M. noise ",pulse p~akexo~eds th~' .carri~r:peak at ljmi t er 
input, and \ . , 

(b) the noise pulse vector is rotating with respect to the carrier 
ve.otor~ . 

. \ , 

Condition (b) oan occur either during :f'requency mOdulation; or, in the 
absence or presence of modulation, in a receiver having bandpass coupled 
circuits in its. I.F. stage orst~es. . A severe mis-tune of wanted c,arri.er : 

le 
I . 



CORRIGENDUM TO G.O~o. PAGE 24, PARA.GRAPH 5 •. 5. 

, 
Tho following shall replace the fourth and fifth sentences 
of' that- paragraph. 

The proportion of pops t() pops and cliCks will increase up 
to 50%. The improvement of .FM reception over n}J decreases 
rapidly at first. If the signal strength be further diminished 
the FM noise level will increase almost imperceptibly whil~t . 
the AM noise level will increase linearly. Thus the FM/~I 
improvement whichhed diminished to a fairly smallf1gure, will. 
now increase once again and according to 8 simplified theory, 
can increase without limit. The pops with their much increased 
base content are much more annoying than clicks, so that the 
apparent reduction of signal to 'noise ratio is much greeter 
than the actual percentage of pops' to pops and clicks. 
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signal oan similarly result in pops. 

.Frem seCtion 3.1 equation 6, we see that the R.F. input peak 
oarrier;to noise ratio required to obtain,the F.:M./A.Me improvement 
threshold is . , . 

T'I = 
Qeb'/n 

........ ___ ... ..:_ .............. : .................................. _ ... _ .................. _ .... { .6) 

For ~ =./l' and Q= .5(>, the oasequotea in Appendix 1O, we find T'I= .orn 
which oorrespondS' to a :g. F. input peak noise to signal ratio of 35 db. 

. . 

6. ASSESSMENT OF ANNOYANCE OF IMPULSIVE INTERFERENCE IN THE V.H.F. BAND: 

6.1:' Services to b~ protected. 

It would. appear, at the 'presEmtt:bne, that the V.H. E. frequenoy 
ban<1,. covering the ~r~30 to.300Mo/s~ will be used for radio 10oatiOn 
and other civil airlirie radio services, narrow band A.M. for television 
sound, very wide band A.M. for television and wide bandF.M. for television 
sOund and for sOund broadoasting. . , 

It should be possible '~. ini'onnation contained in this reportf 
tQ deduce what kind of meaSurements of impulsive interference would 1;>e 
suitable. for Pfotection of the above radi6sernces, but particuJ.a.rly in 
oormection with the broadoasting servioes :in which we are pr:\.noipaLly 
interested. . . 

6.2 Ideal Noise Measuring Set. 

As lia.s already been stated no subjecti vevisual exper1mentsbave 
been undertaken with regard to the effect of' impulsive interferenoe on . 
television. ' It may safely be said, however, that experienoe shows that 
if ap interfering deviCe be fitted with suppressors 'Which reduqeits . 
annoyanoe on A.M. sound reoept:Lon to an aoceptable value, it will probably 
also be "acceptable for visi~ 

Since 'line iIi:tprovement of wide band F~M. over A.M. in signal to 
noise ratios is known, it oecomes evident that interference m8¥ in general 
be measure.d and judged on ordinary A.M. sound reception prinoiples.· , 
Thus an AeM. measuring set designed frcm the point of View'of indioating 
directly or indirectlyby means of appropriate calibration ~d oompUtation, 
the subjective aural resul tsaf a given interference would also be 
suitable for television and wide band F.M. . 

. The ideal noise measuring set would thus have an· I.F. bandWidth 
of 10 kC/s and. 'an 'A.F. width' of 5 kcls followed by a R.Me3. meter of, for 
ex~le, thermocouple type. An input attenuator vvould',ellsure that the 
1. F.and subseqy.ent circuits 'were always loaded by the same signal 
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amplitude, this being determine~by a peak meter at the I.F. output or 
demodulator input. ten;ninals. .Suah a receiver, without automatio gain 
oontrOl, wOulrl be satisfa~ory for values 'of P.R,F. down to about 25 pIs. 
For values of P.R.F. a little below this figure the annoyance ahouldbe . 
taken as that ,for a P.R-F. of 25 p/S., thus , below this value it would be 
necessary 1;0 measure P~R.F. and to account for it by deleting its effect 
from the R .. M. So meter reading whioh would otherwise give an inoo~eot 
result as far as annoyance is concerned. Since the peak to mean ratio 
of random amplitude pulses is known (Appendix 6) I and in view of the fact 
that it has been shown by listening tests that annoyance is a funot~onof, 
the mean value of· theserandam pulses it does not appear to ~e neoessar.y 
to ,work with an artifioially inserted wanted oarrier, as is some~imes done 
in order to' 'randoInise the pulses, as well as with the interference to be 
measured. 1.11 that is neoessary is to subtract 4 db. from the R.M. S. 
indioator reading, because in the absenoe of carrier, the interfering pulse 
outP\1t will be am.a.:x::i..m1.lD1 all the time instead of, having random ampli tud.es; 
'and SO the R.M. S. indio·ator will read 4 db. more interferenoe than the me~ 
value 'which represents the aural effect. These remarks might not apply 

. when protecting a television se1!Vice, from interfer~n~e. 

This report; does not deal.with values Of P.:R.F. below about 
6 pIs ,as no subjective tests have been made at suoh low repetition rates. 
As the spectra of the more usual tyPes of impulsive interference do not 
change rapidly with signal frequency it would not appear neoessary to alter 
the receiverbandwfdth for use in the different wavelength bands as a 
oertainamount of local oscillator drift W<JUld have a negligible effect on 
impulsive interference output. Thus as already stated a V.H.F. measuring 
set could retain the· same bandwidth as oalled for by existing intemation~ 
specifioations which are ~ited, at present, to long and medium waves. 

, 6.3 A Practical Noise Measuring Set. 

As the effect of receiver bandwidth is. capable of detailed 
quantitative prediction, it is suggested that apractical noise measuring 

\ reoeiver for V.H.F. use should comprise R.F., I.F~ and. A.F. o~ouits·w;th 
progressively diminishing bandwidths. The AeF. width should be as ~I;lll 
as possible to obviate as far as is feasible difficulties due to highorest 
factor.'· ThlcS m1 A.F. widtp, of 1 kc/s would ,not be/too smalJ.,. . A R.Jr. 
attenuator shr)uld precede the first valve but. should itself be preceded 
by an i~Put selective circuit to reduce the input unit step or impulse of 
interference ~co a manageable value. ..Ul vaJ,ve grids, should be protected 
from unnecessarily high crest factors by selective circuits. In partioular~ 
nounselective (for example, resistive) attenuators should be put hetween 
frequency changer and. I. F. valves.·· 

The I.F.' output from this receiver should contain a peak deteCtor 
and a normal type of demodulator wi1;h a disoharg~ time constant of the order 

'''1 . \' ..'. . 
of 2'J( b.f: ~:Le. peak detector wquld then be used as a ''':r:ed: l:1ne"reading 

• 
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devioe to enable the input unit step or ,impulse amplitudes to'be 
determined from the input attenuator setting. After this adjustment 
the pulse amplitude passing through to the demodulatorwouldbekept 
oonstant. The R.M. S. indioator following the narrow audio ,Ci:rcuits 
oouldthen be a measure of f~R.F. The input Wlit step and its P.R-F. 
would then 'be used, in oonjunction with the appr9Priate to:r;mulaeto 
determine what annoyance would be caused by the measured interference 
upon a wanted signal of known amplitude. An ~F. atteny.ator 

, immediately preoeding the R.M.S. meter would permit of "red l~e" , 
adjustment of the latter for a standard annoyance value 'obtained for 
pre-deterinined settings of R.F. and. A.F. at1ienuators • 

(H. L. Kirke) 

1 

, . 



Appendix 1. 

Some Typical Ex~les of Signal to Noise Ratios 
Calculated from the Formulae derived in Appendix 3. 

1. Introductory' Remarks. 

Signal to noise ratios for' various typical receivers h8.ve been calculated 
from the fonnulae derived in Appendix 3. These ratios are calculated and 
discussed in this appendix .. , 

Wherever possible both unit step and unit impulse forms of input 
interference are postulated. In practice, both types may be encountered 
as ~ell as other kinds giving rise to exceedingly complicated spectr~ 
It is invariably true, however, that the variation of shape of the spectra 
with frequency is slow compared with typical receiver bandwidths. This 
applies even with wide band receivers for television. This fact makes it 
possible to standardise all impulsive interference in terms of one or two 
fundamental waveforms as described elsewhere. 

2. Some Typical Signal to Noise Ratio Coinp ari sons. , 

Table 1 gives the audio frequency output root mean square signal to 
noise ratios for various practical receiver designs for a one to one input-
signal-amplitude to input-unit-step ratio. Included also are the signal 
to noise ratios based on that value of unit impulse which produces the same 
A. F. output R. M. S. signal to noi se rat io as the unit st ep case for a 
receivel;' tuned to the radio frequency of 1 MC/s. This is quite, an arbitrary 
choice but as. good as any other. The unit impulse ratios show explicitly 
the effect of receiver'bandvddth as they are independent of ~he radio 
frequency, fo' to vvhich the receiver may be tuned. The value of this 

uni t impulse is, from append~.x 7, equation 5, ,2'/ f 0 = 0.16 Z: 10-6 pmpe:r-e
seconds or coulombs wherein fo = 1 MC/s. 

Table 1 is calculated from the follovdng equations: 

Linys 1 to 7 frOlr. equation 26, appendix 3 
Line 8 franequations 6, 21 and 22, appendix 3 
Lines 9 to 12 from equation 16, appendix 3 
Lines 13 and 14 from equation 27, appendix 3 
Lines 15 and 16 from equations 54 and 59,· appendix 3. 

The actual ~.M. S • .A. F. rut-put signal to noise ratios are incr?ased by 4 db. 
(see appendix 6, section 2) to allow for the peak to mean rat~o of random 
amplitud~ pulses and. are then decreased by 8 db. to allow for the fact that 
in sound broadcasting the average programme' level is 8 db. below 100%' . 
modulation.· The television' cases, however, are as calculated by the formulae 
quoted and are not in.creased by 4 db. nor decreased. by 8 db. 



Column 
No. 1 2 3 4 

!Jine Radio Type I.F.~ , Coupling 

" 
No. Frequency of Band Parameter 

Received Mod. Af n 
of IF ccts 

1- l)iic/s A.M. 2:.5 kO/s J2 
, 

2. " " " " 

3. 4.2 It 11 " 
4. " 11 " " . 
5. 45 I tI " " 
6. " " ,11 -11 

-
7. ,tt . ~ '" 2:. 3 l.Tc/s 2 .. 41 

8. " " tI " , 
\ 

:!: 100 kc/s ,/2 9. " n 

-
10. " " " " 
li. 90 'I' " " 

12. " " " " , 

13. 
, 

" " " 11 

14. " " -11 11 

15~ " F.M. .±. 75 kc/s " 

16. " " " " 
-

l 

--

- 2 -

Table 1. ' 

Ii 

Audio 
Band 

f ' 
a I 

10 lm/s 

" 
" 

" 

" 
'" 

3 JiJc/s 

11 

~lOO kO/s 

" 

" 
, " 

5 kc/s 

" 
50 ~S 
de-emph. 
+ 8 kc/s 
L.P. Filt. 

" 

6 ] 

'. P,.R.F. Unit Step 
:r :Effective r 

mfS SignaJ.! 
Noise -

1000 pis 52.7 db 

25 68.7 

1000 65.1 

25 ~ 81.1 

1000 85.7 

25 101.7 

1000 62.9 ' 

1000 17.9 (peak) 

1000 72 
-

25 88 

1000 78 

25 94 
-

1000 92 

.25 108 

1000 120 

25 136 

8 q 

Un:t t Impu1s e Remarks 
Effective 
RMS Signal! 

Noise 

52.7 db aural case 

68.7 11 it 

52.7 " fl . '." 

68.7 " " 
52.7 " 11 

68.7 " " 
29.9 Television 

(RMS) 
-15 (pea~) Television 

, (Peak) 
~9 measurement 

case 
55 . " ", 

39 " " 
55 " " 
53 ' aural case 

69 " " 

81 " " 

97 " " 
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Referring to column 8, Table 1; we see in lines 1 and 2 the effect, 
on tl;le' aural 'annoyance of a: decrease in recurrence frequency of the 
interference. This decrease is 5.33 octaves and at th~ rate of 3 db .less 
annoyance" per octave decrease this resultn itl;:.:lannoyancc diminution of 
16 db. -. Still referring to column 8 and comparing lines 7 and, say, 5 
we see t!J.e effect of. bandwidth., That the ~ecrease in si8!lal to noise 

ratio is "not exactly proportiona{ to the root of the bandwidth. ratio (5 kc/s) 
_ ~ _ 3 MC/s 

is due, to the different response curve shapes in the two cases. The 
television case with_a coupling p'arametern :: 2.41 has a less smooth response 
curve than the sou,Ed case w:i:th n :: n. Comparing colqmn 8, line 8 with 7 
we see a tery great difference between R.M. S. and peak"signal to noise ratios. 
Television receivers with their wide baudw:i.dths lead to:~high crest factors, 
this particUlar one b0ing 44.9 db. In colu.rnns 7 and 8, lines 9- toJ2., the 
signal to noise ratios arc true maan R.M. S. such as would be measured on a 
thermal meter and not corrected for human ear characteristics. In column 
8, lines 13 and 14 should be compared Yv:lth lines 1 and 2. In the latter 
case the overall bandwidth is achieved in the I. F. circ:.'Ui ts 'whereas in the 
former: case it is obtained in the audio circuits.' Thediff~rencein si~al 
t·o 1-10ise ratio caused byth:is is only 0 • .3 db. Lines 15 and 16 deal ylith 
F.M. : The F.M. to' A.M. ~improvement may be seen to b~ about 28 db. 

" ~ I "_ I • . \\ 

Peak to R.M. S. Ratio or Crest Factor of I.F. stage output. , 
- . , , \- . 

This ratio can be calculated by means of equation 17, appenPix 3 for 
A.M. and equation 45, appendix 3 for F.M. roceivers. This ratio is 
independent of the radio frequency to which the re'ceiver i~ tuned, ,,vhatever 
the input waveform, and it vdll be suenfrom the formulae to be proportional 
to the square root of t he I. F,. bandwidth. 

Table 2.-

I.F-. half n 
P 

P.R.F. 

/ 

Crest Crest 
bandyddth (fr ) Factor Factor 

i:,f A.M. \ F.M. 

+ - 100 kc/s J2' 1000 pis 28 db 35 db 

" 11 25 pis 44 db 51 db 
- , 

= Table 2 indicates the difficulty in mea::3uring the R.~ ... s. values vdthout 
distorting the peaks of the wav~form.The ratios quoted,in Table 2 are 
4 db greater than the ratios obtained from the formulae. ,This is again. in 
order to correct for the ~andom amplitudes of the interference having a 
mean value of .636 of the peak value~ 

l 
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4. Influence of.I.F. bandiindth onA.F.Output Signal to Noise Ratio. 

Figure 12 is a graph of Equation 26, appendix 3 shmving ',the A. F. output 
R.M.S. :signaltonoise' ,ratio for ,~ A.M. receiver, tll.ned to 4.2 Idcls ',and having 
an audio, bandw:Ldt,h constituted by a'5 kC/s low pasG filter, calclllat~d for 
various I.F. banc1:vvidths w:Lt,h n =,/2;. Also 'plotted is the sameratio~using 

, ,equ~tion ,27,' appendix 3. 'The 5 kc/s L!P. filterrepresemts a human ear~ " 
Both'these equations are increased by 4 db. Fig. 13 is a similar graph for 
an F.M. receiver having an audio stage with 50 tLS de,-emphasis followed bya 
lall pass filter ef 8,kc/s. The 8 kc/s L.P., filter represents the humari ear 
when list,enin,g to triangular noise. Both equations ar~ incre,ased by4 db. 

, "Fig. 14· is ~he ratiO' :plettod in Fig.13 f9r the audio stage with 50 1-1 S 
de-emph~sis, ,andtpelow pass filter ef:8 kC./s, d,ivided ,by that of Fig. 12. ' 
This is, ther,efore, a plot'ef the F.M. to, A.:M. EM. S. signal to noise rati,o 

I . improvement ratio. 'This i~ ,for the aural c'£l.se 'as 5 kC/s is the equivalent 
low, pass filter for A.M. .R.M. S. audiO' output ,for the human ear, whilst the 
8 kc/s, filter: is equivalent to the human ear for,the· triangularspect~ 'of 
F.M. From I!~g.14 it, may be, seen that there:is ,no 'theo.retical limit to ,the 
improvement to be ebtained by usmg F.M. There are, however, severe practical 
limits, aIDol1gst them beingmulti~path' c1ist,ortion, economy of frequency 
allecations, F.M. improvement threshold, receiver gain and 'se forth. All 
these practical limitations mitigate against ~the use of very wide bandwidths. 

\ 

, \ 

,', . 



Appendix' 2. 
~-l ~. 

"'Oomparison ·of· ,s:Lti!j'at~,t.~)NbisetRiit:i6·· fOrrmllae' w;i,th ObJ:Kctive!.~.. . ._" .... ,,', 
'. .' and Subjecti ve MeasUI,'emehts.- ': 'U\)~\bn:;' o(~ !'~'.I'" \f; 

, , . ~": ':'\' ~,'l ·t,'~·i{':\\!"··{~~r,"'·" . ::> ":. ='.t. . . " <\:- ;., '!'" ~~.\. . ~ ,~. . .. ;. r ,:., .". 
1. . . Me,~~~el\ts of ~ft,gnal to noise ratios for both F.M. ~d;1UM.;re·6eption 
were made using the, equipment described' in appendix: 9~, 'The results 0:(' the : 
measurements are tabulated anddiscu·ssed. in this appendix and compared with, 
'calculated results from formulae d.erived in appendix 3. ., 

2. Peak Signal to Noise Ratio.' 

2.1 ~ l~ F. output peak signal to noise ratio. 

The following table gives-measuredratios of peak signal to peak: noise 
output fromanI.F. stage 'and the corresponding ratios' calculated from the 
formulae in appendix 3 for A.M •. (Equation 11) ana F.M. (Equation 4b)~ 

Table 1. 

. I. F." Half· 'n Aa M. Si'.a:/Noise in 'db. . " F.M • Si~/Noise in db. 
B:andwidth 

t:.f measured calculated meaRured calculated 
+ .. , . 

36.5 .35.8 '35.5 '. 31.9 - 80 kcls l~ 57 -
:t. 47 kcls 1.42 40.5 40 38.0 35.8 

1 
I 

It will be seen that the results of A.M. measurements are aboutt db.higher than 
those calculated from formu'lae whilst the F.Me measUrements are about 3 ,db. 
higher than those calculat ed. 

2.2 .A..F. output peak s~6nal to noise ratio. 

Table 2 below gives the measured peak signal to peak noise rat~os from 
,receivers of different I. F. bandwidths and different audio band'widthsvmere 
the audio bant,'lwidth was determined by an Rand C de-emphasis circuit for both 
A.M. and F.M. " 

Thefor.tnulae for calculating the AaM. ratio i~ obtained by dividing 
equation 6 in appendix 3 by the maximum value of equation 21 obtained from th~ 
solutior: of equation 22 and is: 

... " ............. jl) 
A. F. output peak Si 0.1) = 1Tf f 0 • n

2 
• _w t ~t . . . 

. Noise AM .~ (1+n2)sinbsinbe' a. '-e . sin(nCtt;. + b ) 
------~--~~----~----

The equival~nt F.M. formula is obtained also from, appendix 3 ,by dividing 
equation 39 .by the maximum va.lue of equati(;m 48 obtained from the solution of 

,equation 49 and is: 



", 

'- 2.-

. ) f Fl(n)n2 " 
A.F.output pealC S nal 1O:..1l~- , " " ' ' 1 . ____ ... (2) 

, ' , ' (Noise FiT. '2,f~.(1+tl2)3/2s-inb sin(~b'}e-uat-e-atsin(na\:;+b-O' ) 

An approximate method applicable to cases in which I.F. half bandwidth is greater 
than audio, bandwidth is to qalculate ,the I. F. output peak signal to noise ratio 
andtnen to multiply this by the ratio of audio bandwidth to: I. F. half bandvJidth. 
This applies both toA-M. and F.M. 

Table 2. 

I.F. ;n de-entphasi s .A. M. Peaksiwal in db . F.M.'Peak si8!!al 'in db 
B,andwidth ~- .. 

in " lUlS n:::>i.se ' nOlse 
measured calculated measured calculated 

; 

!.80 kC/f? 1. 57 25 ,51.5 50.8 56 58.4 
, , 

" " 50 ' 57.5 56.1 62 64.1 

" 11 " 100 63.5' '.61.6 68 69.9 

:: 47 kC/s 
-
1.42 25 52.5 51. 9 56 58.3 

\ 
11 " 50 58.0 56.8 62 63.8 

-

" " 100 , 64.0 '62.3 6,8 69.6 

It Will be seen that the calbUlatedand measured results agree, to within 
2 db. In the case.' of ~M. the measured ratios are up to 2 db. higher than those 
calculated, whilst in the' F.M. case the measured ratios aredovm to2 db. lower 
than calculated. 

2. 3 Linearity between Input peak noise to signal ratio and I.-·F. output peak 
signal to noise ratio. ' 

Fig.ll is a plot of measured F.M. peak output signal to noise ratio 
against peak input noise to signal ratio. This is a straight line for the 
values of input peak noise to signal ratio sufficiently small to enable the phase 
deviation angle to remain small enough to be equal to its sine. 

, . , 

3. A. F.output ReM. S. signal to noise ratio. 

Table 3 gives the R.M.S. signal to noise ratio for an A.M. receiver and 
shows the calculat ed values using equat ion 27, appenclbt 3 with 4 db. added. The 
receiver is tuned to 4.2 Mcls and the audio stage contains R. C. de-:-eIrrphasis of 
various values. 
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n \ De-einphaSis I Equivalerit 
fa ' 

M.,;~L~ ~lCUla tedl 
,sir,;nal tc .• nSoJ.;~nase7"'Rl··. i\t,.r~ .. ' .•... ,': t .. . "", ~. n9ise' 1=(]'TS ... 4J i. 

'80 kola 1:57 .. 
25 fls 'la kc/a 73 <lb. ;70.5 db. + - .. 

• 11 50. ·~.3 5 kc/s 76 db. 73.5 db. 

11 tl 100 ~S 2.5 kc/s ·,·79 db. . 76.5 db. 
- ·c~. '", < .- •• '\~ "~'<~~' c ... • • , : . "; ., ' •• r;."'" 

+ 4.7kc/s; 1.42 '. 25 ';1:LS ,. 
10 kC/s ,.73 'Ub. 7Q~5: db:, 

" 
It 11 50 V- S 5·.kc/s 76 db .. , 73'.5 'db:'" 

db. " 

;;lP " 2.5 kc/s 79 db. 76.5 100 ~t.S 

'. 

The measured ratios exceed the calculated 'by 'a syste~tic, 2~ db. 

:;. 

. 'Tabl~ 4,o;e1', gives the measurecl::and calculated HMS" signal. to noise 
. ratios fora F.M .... receiver tuned ':to 4.2 tfc/s \nth th,eaud.:i,.o stage;~ . ' .. ' 
. consisting.' of R.C. de-emphasis of variable value and followed by.fi low . 
,pass filter. ~he,\ratios.given. in the right',hamendco1urim of tahle"4~:"" 
are 4. db. greater than the calculated ratiosobtaine.dusipg equatio~.~ . 
in appendix 3. .. ','.. '., .. "'" .... 
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.' 
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Table ,4. 

, ' ,', 

I.F.bandwidth n de-emphasis low pass measured calculated 
R.C. £:ilter sil?nal Rl1S ,si~nal RMS 

fc nOJ.se noise 
\) 

± 80 kc/s· 1.57 25 JJlS 25 kc/s 90.5 90.2 

'" 
\I 11 50 /-LS ' ' " 96 95·3 

" 11 100 /-LS 11, 101 101~Q 

\ 
11 11 25 /-LS 7 kcls 99.5 10.0..0. , '. , , 

, , , , ' " 

It " 50 .liS 11 101 10.3.0 

" 11 'lOO 'JlS 11 10.4- 108.0 
,', 

, 

:t 47 kcls' 1.42 25 ~S - 25 kc/s 85.5 85.2 

I1 11 50 "'S 11 91 90.0 

11 " 100- /-LS ". , 96 96.0. 
, 

11 
, 

" 25 /-LS 7 kcls 95.0. 
, 

94.5 

11 11 50. ).£S 11 96 98.0. 

11 11 ' 100 p,aS 
,. 

99 10.3.0 
';., 

-.. _-
The difference between calculated'and measured ratios does not exceed 
4, db., and?-s frequently smaller. 

F.lvI. to A:M. Signal to noise ratio iD!Provement 
, , 

,4.1 Both Receivers have Identical Low Pass Fil tar Audl.o Circuits. 

", '" If we consider two receivers,} one A.M. ,and the other F.M., having 
audio low pass filters of the same cut off frequency fa and both having 
the' same I.F,.' band.~idths wider ,than about twice the' audio bandwidth, 
1. e. x< 1 we can use the formula 

~!~~:l ~~:~: ~lMS = '/3 ~~ .............. " ....... ": ................. : ......... ,, ............. (3) 

This .is obta1D.ed, by diViding equation54 py equation 27 in appendix 3. 

. 

Table 5 com~ares measured and calculated, ratios' usifJ.6 this formUla. 

/ 

• 
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'l';::,ble 5. - ~~- ...... ~ .. -- ""--~--..........-- , 

L;F. bandwidth n low· pass filter '. measur~d calculated 
I cut off f~ !M :HMS. ~IS. ,A.'A.1 . 

. ,,, , . 

+ '80 kc/s 1.57 i , 
7.0 "kc/s 

, 
23·5 rIb 26 db. 

., " 

.. , 
±47 kc/s 1~42 7.0 kc/so IB.5 db • 21 db, . 

. . ' . 
.. . , 1 

The calculated values exceed the me~sured by 2"2 db. 

~ ~~ Both Receivers have Identical Audio Circuits consisting of D~-emphasir:. 
. followed by a Low Pass J.i'ilter. 

In the case where both receivers have the' same audio circuit 
consisting of an R.C.' (le-emphasis circuit follovv'ed bya low' pa.ss filter 
o~' put-:off f' c ~ve get . 

/7 
,. 2 .. 6f' . , .. .'1 \ 

Signal/Noise ~F.M)RMS = 
A.M) +,. f ... 

' .. c - arc tan -.:::: . 
fa f i .l 

'f ........... · ..... · ..... ··~··· ...... ······ .. ·,·.,···:\4i 
. a 

wbere fa = 1 
21tRC 

arid. 
This is obtained from 'appendix 3, equations 54, 27, 59 (modified)~ 

the remarks . .f ollowing equation 27. 

Table 6 compareS measured results wit.l~calculation from thi~ formula. I, . 

Table 6. _C-._ 
\ 

I.Jil.bandwidth 
, 

dc-emphasis 'f '. mea~;UrGd 
! 

calculated n c 
. RC :b:M RMS ·m-I RMq 

\ AM A..~i •. , 
, . 

80 ko/s 1.57 '50 25 ko/so ',20 d.b:.~ 22.0 db. + J;1S 
, ,. 

f 

4- 80 ko/s 11 100 ~S " 21. '5 db.' 2Ll-.4 db. 
.. I .. 

± '47 ko/s 50 
I 

It . " is db. 17 a.b~ '1.42 

·1 
JJ,S 

+ 47 ko/s \I' ldO J.IlS 
: It 

I 'lb'. 5 clb~ 19~4 db. - I 

The errors do not exceed 2;9 db. 
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5. Auraj; Sub~ective Measurem:ent$ 

5. 1 F.M. to A.M. Improvement 

It. was hot found poss:ible to measure by ear the signal to\noise 
ratios of either A.M. orF.M. Several people attempted this but in each 
case it was found that although the .first aural ratio taken was within 
reasonable agreement with the theoretical, the earapp~r~ntly became 
rapidly ti,red and the ratio could not be rep,ootedwith any agreement~ 

It was, however, possible to conware the noise fromA~M~ andF~M .. 
receivers for the same' input signal to noise ratio, and this was actually' 
done. 

• ~.' I 

The measurements were carried out "using the, equipment descr1,gedin 
appendix 9,. The ,results 'of the aurally determinedl ratios of F.M. ,to A.M. 
RMS signal to noise ratios are tabUlated in tables 7 and 8 and compa.red 
w£th'calculations. 

! 

Table 7 •. , 

\ 
j 

I.F ~ bandwidth ! n (ie:"\emphasis measured calculated 
FM . 

aural !l! HMS alfrlii 1 'AM RMS RC = -2 'Tt fa AM 
- ..... -

+ 80'kc/s .. 1.57 25 jJ. S, 25 db~ 26'~4 , 
I 

, I .. 
11. I It, 50 jJ.S 25 db~ 26.8 

I 
\ 

I 

\ 
It If ·100 ~S 25 db~ 29~0 I / 

I 
, 

I .' 
+47 kC/s i 1.42 25 jJ.S 20 db. 21.4 - , 

I 
, , 

It 
, 

It 50 'jJ.S I 20 db~ 20.6 'j 
j 

j 1 i 
I I .. 

, 11 I " 100 ~S , ·'.20 db. 24.0 .. 
'. '. ~.' .. ' .. ,. , 

. 

I 
Table 7 compares aurally determin8d noise ratios wi th calcu1atiolIilS~ . 

Both the F.M. and the 'A.M receiver had identical; audio ne'vworks'consisting, 
of ·simple de-emphasis circuits. ·By taking the -C. C.I~ lil. ~a.r resp,onse cu:bve 
and finding its··energy bandvlidth both for flat and triangular"no:t~e spectra 
it 'was 'found that from the atmciyance point of view the ear coul.d be . 
considered as' a 5 ke/ s lo'v-v pass filter for A. M. f,la t spectrum noise and as 
an 8 kC/s low pa~ 3 filter for F.M. triangular spectrum 'noise. Thus ,using 
equations 54,27,59 and 32 from appendix 3 we obtain 

I' 
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A
'l'S' al/N' (E.M~_· /erotan ;.---1 , 
ur-r J.gn .. 01.8e ,.(A.M LUYI.&.} =.* j" a .'.: .. " .... , ..................... (5) 

'. Ei;. ,iL' - arc tan .JL 
, . f' ·f. 

" ,', a a ' '. .. . " i ' 

wherein fa. is the reciprocal of' the product of 2'11: and 
the de-~phasis time constant ;i~ milli~econds, and Ai> 

'. isiri ,kilocycles per second.. ' 

The agreement between theory and subjectivity is seen to be quite 
reasonable.' . . . 

,A more uSual 'case is that in which the A~M. receiver has no .' . . 
de"'6!flPhasis whilst the F.M.receiver has. In this case we, get, for 'p~ 
calculations, the eXpression ; . 

,Aural SignaljNd1se . " .... , .......... '., .. , ........ , .. (6) 

. . 

This equatioIl is obtained from appendix 3, equations 54,27 and 59. 

Table B. 
I 

I.F. bandwidth n De-emphasis used. Measured FM Calculated FM 
in the FM receiver AM . 'AM 

, 

~ BO. kols 1.57 25 . }.LS 26 db. 25.8' . 
" 

:29. 0 db. t 11 \I 50. 'tbS 
. :. ~ 

2B. B 
f ;;2~0, db.l 11 11 lOO. J.LS 3:3~l+' " 

Table 8 compares aural ~e~surements with expref!sion 6 abov,:e •. Table B. 
showsa~ormal VHF F.M. receiver compared with a normal VHF' A.1I,1. receiver." 
Herewe have very oloseagreement between calculation and subjectivity. 
In both cases shown in Tables 7 andB t~e audio bandwidtl1S, apJrt from , 
de-emp~siswere wider 'than the er;:ergy ba.ndwidths of the ear., '" ,'., 

\ 

) 
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.5.2 Subjective Effect of De-emphasis 

The effect of' de-emphasis on annoyance value or apparent loudness 
of the repeated impulsive interference of random amplitudes was found \ 
to increase approximately at the, rate of 3 db. Per octave' of audio 
bandwidth when a good but not exceptional loud.speake'r was used.. The' 
bandwidths used were obtained bymeans of de':'emph8.sis circuits a::hdthe 
limits of bandwidth correfilPondedwith de-emphases of 25 and 100, ' ' 
microseconds. '" This aurally detenniried ~/l.te of increase ,of annoyance 
was the same for A.M. and. F.~ systems and is thus in slight dis
agreement in ~hisrespect with theoretical considerations as regards 
tria.n.gul.ar and uniform noise spectra.' 'The rise of, annoyanoe with 
increasing. bandwid tli which would be predicted from the theory deveioped 

, in appendix 3 is shown ill Fig.3,2 to be 4- db~ ,per ootave 'for F.Me' ,and 
1.6 db~, per octave for A.M., Curve I,dealing wi~h F~~, 'was obtained 
from appendix 3, equations .54 and 59,'whilst '.Curve 2, dealing with ' 
A.M., was obtained from equations 21.' arid, 32 o~ the:: same appendix. 

;,' .Aural tests~ were also c~ducted using a very wide range loud- ,: 
speaker. ' In this case the disagreement between theory and practice 

"was ·greater, in that the rise of annoyance per octave of bandwidth was' 
aboUt 6 db.>in both F.M. ~ A.M. Whether this discrepancy is due' 
in part to the response' of the loudspeaker to transient inputs or, not 
is a moot point., V' ' 

.' 

,1 
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~iathell'lla:tiical TheoJ:'l of' Impuisi ve I~tel"f'erence 
In A.lvI. and F .M.· 

1. . Summary 

The unit step response of' two bandpass coupled tuned circuits 
as used ~n a typical receiver LP. stage wi'll be caloulated. 'rb,e 
deteoted o~tputs both froman,A.M. detector and a ff.M. discrimi~~o~ 
will be passed through a typical audio cirouitand the releva~ type~. 
of signal to noise l"atios, will be determineGl.. As has been $,·1;a.ted 
previously the, ef'fect of the muoh wider R.P. cirouits on tl+e l,l1Co.ntl.ng 
repeated unit steps of'interfer.enoe, thoughgreatin'itse~f~ is no he . 
the less negligible oomparedwith that of the relativelY.llluchnarrower . 
LP. circuits. 'For Simplicity only one 'stage ofband'Passooupled oirouits 
is treated, but the intluenceof more than one stage is discussed· 
in appendix 5. . . 

i 

2. ~spbnse of' Typioal I.F. stage t£.!£ansient Input 
. " 

Consider Fig. 15 $ in. whioh the 'pentode valve is· ideal in that its 
anode-cathode resistance is intini te. The input current' is.11 ,and 

. the . ()utput voltage, e. . Making and combining the "A" matrices of' the 
'three impedance groupsfonning the network, that is the left hand r' 
and C in parallel, the coupled ooils L, and the right hand l~~anp 0 
in parallel we obtain. 

1 

1+ pC r 

o 

1 

1 

x 

pL~- K) 
le 

~:~. 

1 
le 

x 

where ~-it, the differential 9perator. 

1 

!. + pC 
r 

The product of the, three matrioes in equation 1 is 

-Kl<-r
l 

+ po)+l + pL(6 - K)(~ + pc)2+~(! ~ pO) 
pLK. le l:. I\. l~ 

all a12 

\11-

o 

• ...... 1 ................... (1) 
\ 

1 
pL(X'- K) 

1 1 ) 1 pL(- -K)(- + pC + -
le'l1 .K 

......... (2) , 
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The a21tcrm gives the transfer impedance as 

where wo
2 

Now assume Q> ) 1 andK < <1 

l:Jet n= KQ a=~ 
Pl,= a ~ j(coo-na') 

P2 =a + j(wo ;. na: ) ... 

P3 :::' a - j(wo + .na ) 

P4 = a + j(wo + na ). 
I . I 

. , 

........................................ :(3) 

~. , . ,r 

••••• :...: .............. H .. ~ ...... , ............................ : .... :.: ..... c.:: .. : ... ;.' .... ( 4)' 

Then equation 3 may be written with ad~quate approximation 

3. Considerations dealiztg with A.M; 

3.1 A.M.I.F. Output of Peak Noise and Sign&! 

'Now dealing f~rst with the A.M, I case, if~ repr~sents the amp~itude, 
of a steady state sinusoidal current of frequency wo' we let p:: j W 

and (5) becomes 
el= flQwoL n 

.. 1·+ n2 ............................... : .... \ (6) 

wh~rein el is the emp11tude of the steady s1;ate output voltage for an 
input emplitude ot fI amperes. 

, Now' 1;0 obtain the output voltage eCt) as a time i\1l'lction due t,o' 
, the application of unit step current to. the input,we let" equal unit 

step amperes. By an application of Borel's theorem, and Heaviside's 
'shift t theorem equation 5 becomes ' 

coo eCt) = ndLe-CIt (cosnat sin wot - - sin nat coswot) ............ , ................. (7) 
na 

, , 

e, 



As Wo », ~a because n . is never very far from. unity and 'Q > > 1 we, ma.y 
simplify equatiOn 7 by a further approximation to 
, I 

. -at,' . \ 
,c( t) = ~w~e s~at coswot ............ ,.... ................. .', ..... ' ........ , .. (8) 

...... { 

,The envelope of tbis, function which is pictured in Fig. '6a to d is 
J 

()
. -at· ,.' .• (.) .... 

. VI t = -WoLe sin nat ..................................... , .................................. 9 

where the subscript I will refer to A.M., and later, 2 will refer 
to F.M. \ 

'l 

I 
If, during the reception of the repeated unit,steps of inter-

ference, a steady wanted carrier is present, the' envelop,e,; equation 9, 
will appear as a modulation of _the wanted carrier. . 'The greates"t.; 
value of interfer£nce envelope will occur for· the in-phase or out of 
p~s~ qoQdi tions of the interference and wanted carrier and~ it is 
this condition ""hich vie shall treat. The mean value talcing all 
random phase angles into account is calculated in 'Appendix 6 .. Thus 
e,quation 9 shows the output from the detector. The maximum va).ue .' 
or this may be obtained by differentiating equation 9 with respect 
to time and equating to zero~ This process gives . 

b. 
en /1+ 

where .ob' = arctan n 

2 n 

r . 

'. (10) :......................... . 

The peak I.F.' output signal to noise ratio, ~~suming 1'00% modulation 
of the wanted signai, may be obtained by dividing (6), by (10). ,Thus 

b' 
i ' ii 

'= vr f OFl(n) e 
A.M. 2 D. f. )1 + ~12 

· .. ·:(11) 

: where fi(n) i,s a function of n shown in Fig.7 and is Qbtained , 
from an elementary study' of bandpass coupled circuits, and D. f is ti'le 
half I.F. bandvv;idth for 3 db.· reduction .in responsefrom.t~e mid-band 
value .•. , ' Examination. of Fig.1 shc:>ws that. 

- Wo ex --
2Q 

'. 

.",' " 

\ 
\ 

• :; -~ I 

.................. ' ..... ,( 12) 

,'\ 
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3.2. A.M.,. I.F·. Output of' R.M.S. Noise and Signal 

The R.M.S. noise, for a pu~serepetition frequency 'of. fr. may easily 
be obtained as follows 

V12=ff.~:: (.~t 2 . '. . 
sinnat) at ...... ",.; .................. " ...................................... (13) 

, and if-we assume fr «a' ,re obtain 

.... " ................ , .... " ........ " ... : ....... "" ........... : .......... ,' ................. ;: ...... (14} .. ', 

, . 

Navv the signal 'being sinusoidal has a mean square value of . . . 
.......... " ............................... " ............................... (1.5) 

from equation 6. 

Thus diViding, (15) by.(14) and taking the s~uare root gives 

t . (Signal) _ fo ' /nFI(;; " 
I.F. ~ put RMS (Noise),AM -jfrZif ./ I + n2 ................. , ................. (16) 

\' ." 

3.3 A.M. I.F.Output Noise Crest Factor. 

. By di viding( 10) by the square root of (14) we obtain 

.', \ 

_b' -
I.F. Output ,Noise (~). = 2en 

(RMS )'AM 

3.4 A,M. A.F. Output of Peak Noise 

........................ : ...... (17) 

; , 

, \ 

. We now exalnine the' effects produced. by' an audi,?ci:LCuit upun theI.F. 
output voltage VI( t) gi"enby equation 9. Let us assurp,e for simplicity , 
that the . audio. portion o-p-. the re.ceiver c'onsists of a simple de~einpha.sis '" . 

circ1.1it, of time oons1?ant ~ where O,)a is the angular frequency at I{hich 
, a 

the steady state response is 3 db. less than that obtained for voltages 
of zero or very low frequencies. Th~ unit step voltage response of 

. I 
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the de-emphasis circuit is , . 

~~i~: 'tt Jp] 1 = . ~::p' ......................... ' ............... , ..... : ........ : .................... : .. ~ .. ...(18) 

Now: the operational equivalent VI [PJ of VI(t) is 

~. VI[P] = ~~ (r;>+a)2
00

: n 2 (12 ' . :: ..................... :.: .. : ......... ,: .. : ....... ( 19).. '. ~;.c,· 

where ~ lmans "Operatignal.ly equivalent to". 

Finally, the operational form of t~e output from the de-etllphasis 
circuit is . ' 

• ............. : ................. : ... : ...... (20) 

, By applica.tion of Borel's theorem 

V1a(t) = -<DoL xsinb ~ [ sinb.e "'Wa
t -e -at sin (na~ +b)j ,,; .. ; .. ;'~~';:"'(21)' 

n . 

1Ivherein b = arctDn. ..:lL 
. . I-x' 

and, 

This voltage is pictUred: iA Fig.8_ 

This ma,xinwn value of equation 21 may be obta,ined'by P}lttmg into it 
the value of Ckt w:hich satisfies the transc~ndental. eqtiation . 

xsinb (o-w)t' " '. 
,/1+n2 e. ,= sin (na:t + b~b') ... , ......... :."., ...... :~: .. : .. : ....... :.: .. ~·.:.: ... ;.:, .. (22) 

, . Thus the peak audio signtW, to noise ratio ,~annotbegiven in 
simPle algebraic form. Further.rhOre ;if 6.f > fa by El. substantid 

.' amount, the peak value of VIae t) is ·not interesting from an aural . 
point of view because the greater coni'ribution towards it is:' ", . 
st,lpplied by the supersonic teI!Il ~-ctt~in(nat, + b )~ .: .Hovvever,thi.s p~k 
value is of interest from the nOJ.se measurement standpoint all-d so~e ,I , 

examples are given in appendix 2, Table 2.' Of course if bot ~ ,:fa ' .. , 
then the aboVe remarks are noj; 't:rue. and the peak value may ha:ve. an' . 
aural interest if the pulse repetition frequency, triis law.; as was .. 
explained in the main part of this work. 

. f " 
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3.5, A.M. A.F. Output of R.M.S. Noise and Signal 

; ,Because of thi~ supersonic term in equation 21, it is better 
from the practical. (aural) point of view to oalculate the'RMS signal to 
noise ratio by a spectral. method which assumes the ,audio portion of the 
receiver to consist of an ideal low pass filter. \ This method, results 
in a fornula. 6f equal validity to t~t 'which would assume an audio 
de-emp~asis circuit, ·and is always safe Whatever the valut? of 

:x: = faFl (n) .~' A. method based on root mean squaripg the time function 
b.f , " " ' 

emerging from a de-emphasis oircuit is included in Appendix 4- for 
interest. This spectral.method relies, on ·t!?-e following well known 
identity. 

'. 2 ' . 
1ct>(JQ» I c1m .................................... : .......................... (23) 

wherein 
'. f· ' 

.$1 (p) = P Yl (p ) 

and v( t) is the Olitput vol tageemergins from the filter' ot angular 
frequency band 0 to wa. 'I,Thus the meap square audio output voltage' , ' 
emerging from the ideal low pass filter of cut-aff frequency fa = ~ is 

2n: . 

LnN 2 'J ' 

..,..._0:;....,. ........ _ ....... ....,..._ . dW ...... ~ .... : ...................•.• ~_ ................. .. W \4', '" I' , ' 
(jWf<I)2+ nZa2 , .' " , 

, , 

.. ,',' I, :' '" 

this beingevident~rom an examination of' (23) and (19). 

Dividing (15) by ~ 25) and taking the square root gives a RMS A.M;. audio 
~al' to noise ratio of 

(24) 

\ 

, I 



AF Output Rl\1S( Signal) 
, (Noise ) 

, , \ '.AM 

= 

- 7 :-

1., -/ . 
2 t 2x' , ' 2 2 '1 2 \ norc an " + 2.3 log x + nx+ +,n' (26') , 2 2 10, " ... , 

(l+n ) -:le ' x2-2I?JC+l+ri2 

If x < 1 equation 26 degenerates to 

A.F.' Output RMS (SiIp1al) :: fJ'1l • ;;f::o::;: ,:, .. , ... , ...... ~ ............ ' ............... ;~ ....... ,., ...... , .. ; .. ( 27) 
\ (NoJ.se ) JJ5. . !2 Jr r fa 

\ 

foJ;' receivers having I.F. bandwidths vvider than audio\ Now if in fact 
the audio circuit consists, of' ade~emphasis network of time constant 

...!.. then the 'right hand side of equation 27 must be mUltiplied by (l)a. 

'1;2-- , in because the' energy bandwidth of a de-emphasis network to tlat 
. ." 

I spectrum noise is;'times gre~ter than that of ~nideal low pass fi~ter 

to the same spectruni.' 
1 

f aFl (n) 
In equati9h 26 ,ve must remember that x becomes ' 

, '," -';.< 

vlhere f1a:: 11 fa " i::!.f 2 
. " 

3.6 A.M. Aural output ~J.gn8J. to Noise Ratio. 

The actual 'aural signal to' noise ratio with 'a de-emphasis circuit 
instead of the low pass filter may also be calculated fromequaFon 26 
or 27 but a nevf special value fla of fa must be calculated to ~low 
iforthe fact that the ear approx:iinates to a low pass filter: l;>,av.inga,l}· 
energy bandwidth to flat spectrum noise of roughly 5 kc/s! "A " 
representation of an ear listening to flat spectrum noise emerging from 
a de-emphasis oircuit would thus be a normal de-emphasis response ourve 
cut abruptly ~t 5 kC/s. The noise energy at the output of suoh a 
system, would be' proportional, to 

, '5 '" 2 , • 
;N de-emph:: . r df ...................... , .......... "" ............. ~ .......... , ......... ~ 28) 

\ 0 1+ (! )2 
. , fa'" 
2 5 ,.',,' 

N de-emph = fa' arotan fa' .. ' ........ · .. ' .. · .. · .. · .... ··· .. · .... · .... " .. ' .... ··: ...... ····" .. ~·:,{29) ,I 

, '~ 

Whilst the noise energy at the output of the simple low pass filter 
of cut-off f la which we wish to find is proportional to 

. ' 



fl 

N2~'P.filter ~ / : .... , ........................... ; ............................. : ... _ .... (30) 

o. 

2' 1 ' '. . 
N ,L.P.filter = ~ a ............................... _. __ ................... ·7····································.····· .. (31) 

Equating the twono~se energies ~iven by (29) and (31) we get 

'. fla;' f a a~otan 1a ............... _ ..... , .......................... ; ............................. ~ ................. " ......... (32) 
. , 

IJThus the aotual value of fa to be inserted into €quations 26 and 27 it: a 

de-emphasis c~rcuit of' time oohstant i is used. instead 9i; a.low, pass 

filter is. fl a given "by equation 32. It should bl:3 remembered that }: will 
no';" become I fl ' 

IIlII ~ Fl(n). 
~f 

4.-Considerations dealing with F.M. 

We now' pass tp the oase ofa F;:M. receiver possessing a perfect 
amplitude limiter. The free oscillation set up by the unit step input 
current will have a oonstant phase angle with respect to the F.M. carrier 
'~ssumed urunodulated for simplicity. This· assumes that the latter is 
correctly tuned to the I.F. :oentre frequency fo = ~. This asswnption 
\. 2'Jt 

has been shown to be leg'i timate inpraotice. We may," therefore I 
oonsider only the envelope of this free osoillation,this being given by 
equation 9.' -The vector diagram appropriate to this state of affairs is 
shmvn in Fig.16. 

"y is the constaIlt ph8.se angle between c!'l.I'r:ier and interference •. 
y takes random values at edoh new reourrenoe of impulsiveinterferenoe •. 
We sh~tll assume a value of y which' gJ..vesa -maiimum' angle 9f phase shift, 
~ , of resultant from oarrier. Actually the value of y giving maximum 
rate of ohange of ~ varies during the interference envelope cyole but if. 
~ is a . small a.n.gle sUfficient accuraoy :is obtained by letting 

y + ~ :: 1!.. =' the thirdrernaining angle. ' Now -2 . 

.~ = arcsin . 1+ n2 

1I'jnQ 

-at 
e sin nat ....... ···· .. · ............ (33)· 

/ 

/ 
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As n is never far from unity it may be ,seen that if the carrier 

to noise pa.tio is greater than, say, aboat if (this allows for n<. 2) 

~ will be a small angle and 

= sin ~ .. ,. ...... ,.,. ... , ...... ,. ................. · .... ·(34) 

and we can re-wri te (33) as 
.. 2' "'at = 1 + n e sin not 

11 nQ 
, .• ;!. ••.•••••. : •.•.•.•••.••••••••••..••••••••••••. , •.••••• - .••..•••.••. (35.) , 

If. the discriminator following the, ~plitude limit.er has a co'ef'fioient 
of proportionality of A volts per cycle, the interl~rehce voltage 
emerging from it \JaIl be . . 

A = --- • 
211: 

.9J? ........................................... '.~ ... :.: ........... ' .......................... { 36) , -dt " . . ., 

, .3/2 
",' '" , 

v2(t) = m(1+n2) 
2rc 1] nQ 

e -at sin (rift -,b') .: .... , ............................... (37).' 

where the subscript 2 refers to F.M. as opposed t:Q.A.M. This'voJ.tage 
is pictur~d after some·subsequent selentivity in Fig. 6e and f. 

4.1 F~M. I.F.OUtput of Peak Noise and Signal. 
. + '. , . . ,,' . ' \' .' '. .,' 

The value of the first poak of v2(t) occurs~ ~t least mathematically, 
at time nought and is, . ( ..... . 

Peak V 2 =1f. 2(:I.+n?) .. " .............. , ............... : ........... ' ......................... ·(38) . 
2' . f" .; 

110 '.'. . , 'i ,. 

Selectivity subsequent to the amplitude liroiter will, in practice, shift 
this peak to seine time aftert :::Obut.measu;rements indicate ~hat ;its 
value is not greatly altered, certainly riqt when compared withtlW : , 
alteration. incurred after a further passagEtthrough the audio.,circu,its .. 
which is the case of·gr'eaterinterest. The second' and somewhat " 

81IlEl.ller peak occurs atatime't =.~. and my easilybe.Q,alculated.' na ' ..... 

from equation 37 • NoW assuming 10q1o modulation ,of the wanted F.M. 
signal which we shall define as complete utilisation of the I.F. 
bandwidth by a deviation of 6. f to the -3 db., points in the steady 
state response curve, the signal voltage emerging from the 
dir:Qriminator is ' 

e2 = A l:lf 

Whence dividing (39) by (38) 



IF Output Peak (Signal)' = 1'] 
(Noise) 
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foF12(n) 

2( 1+ri2) 6. I' 
............................................. (40) 

FM 

4.2 F.M~ LF. Output of R.M.S. Noise . and Signal 
. \ .' 

The mean square noise for a puls~' .repeti tion frequency of f; is 

V 2 = 2 .............................................................................................. (4;~j 

, \ 

.The mean square signal voltage is, of course, 

· .... • ....................................... 1 ................. '. ........ ; .. : ... (43) 
. I 

f I 

whence, dividing (43) by (1+2) and taking the square root 

(Signal) ...: fo fi'ItF-0n)! 
I.F. QutputR.M.S. (Noise) -fl. l +n2 f

r
6.f .................... (4-4) 

FI. 

4.3 F.M. LF. output Noise Crest Factor 
\ , 

Dividing (38) by the square root of (42) we obtain 
. I 

,. 'I.F. Output Noise ~~k~ = 2A~S~;i ..... ~ ................. : .................. : ......... (45) 
FM 

4.4 F.M. A.F. Output of Peak Noise . 

. We now examinetlie ef'fects produced ul:Jon the discriminator output, \ 
V2(t), by the audio portion pI' the F.M. receiver. To ~btain the output. 
asa time function we again assume' the audio circuits to consist of a 
cle-emphasis .. network of ~ime constant zb:." . Using similar methods and 

.a 
notation to. those employed in c$'nnect,fon with A.M. 

-.. V
2
( t) -;.. V

2
[p] = AgCl+n2) }/2' • "", 2 'It fl Q n 

, , 

Bnacoso I - BC ]?±a) sino' 
( p+a) 2 + n2a,2 

....... ..(46) 

1 
\ 
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. Multiplying (46) by (18) we get for the qper$,tional equivalent of the 
audio n~ise output voltage 

, 1 ., ' 
( )~. 2 2 , .. : .......... , ........... , ...... .(47) 

P-+a. + ,n a .1 . 

By application of Borel's theorem 

2-
A~ sino. (1+n2)2 

-, '1t fj n2 (J.) 0 x 

\ 
This voltage is pictured in Figo 9. 

, . 
Tl1e maxirrnJlIl value of equation 48 may be obtained by p1.J.tting into it the 
value .ofat which satisfies the transcendental equation . ., " 

':ISin (~-O') e (a-malt, sin (nat +/l-b") .· ....... % ••• 1(49) 
1 +n 

Thus qsih the A.M. case the peak . audio signal to noise ratio cannot.'be 
given in simple algebraic form. 

, 
4.5 F .M.· A.F. output' of RMS Noise· and Signal. 

The IDJS audio signal to noise ratio is most· easily obtained by. 
assuming as we did in the A.M. case that the audio portion of the F.M. 
'. •.. .' . ·c· (J.) 

receiver oonsists of an \ideallO\\' pass filter of cut~oi'f frequency ~. 
Another l,Uethod is given in Appendix 4 for interest. 

Then the mean square noise ,is 

Finall Y 

\ . 

(J.) 
/a 

!i) I cp 2(~) 2"" 

°Aa 
. ' . .l 

fr I Aa(I+n2) 2 

~ '·12'1tT] ~n . 

o 

- . 2(' 2) 2f f 3 V 2 = A l+n r a. 
2 a 11 24~ n f~ x3 

...... ,' ..... ,. (
. ., 

.: ..... ::,'. 50) 

1
2,. ' .. . I ,~ 

. jro I (5 ) n . 1I dro ........... 1 
.; i + n 2 j (j(J.)+a) 2 , + ri2a2 

.j 

\' 
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Dividing (43) by (52) and taking the square root gives a RMS F.M. 
audio signal to noise ratio of 

AF Output RM3 (Signal) 
, - (Noise ~M 

1 

2 n arc tan 2x ' -2. :3 
(1+n2)-x2 

If x < 1 equation 53 ~egenerates to a 

for receiv-ers having I.F. bandwidths considerably vuder than audio." Now 
if, in fact the audio portion of the receiver actually has a de-e.mphasis 
circuit instead of a low. pass filter the measured RMS signal to noise 
ratio might be smaller than that given by equation 53 or 54 by the amount 
by which the I.F. half bandwidth exceeded'the audio band because, the FIM. 
noise spectmil1 is not ;hat but proportional to frequency. Thu;S a 
de-emphasis'ed F.N.noise spectruill YVould have the form shown in Fig.17. 

,4. 6 'P.M • .Plural OutPut Signal tONois~ Ratio. 
\ ' 

The, reason that the aural signal to noise ratio is not as poor as 
would be indicated by Fig.17 is that in fact the e~ will not pass , 
'frequencies above a certain'limit and so in.effect corresponds ,nth a low' 
pass filter. In fact the energy bandwidth, of the ear to triangular ' 
spectrum noise is of' the order of a kC/ s so that to obtain the aufoal A.F. 
RIvlS signal to noise ratio in a F.M. receiver, we sb6ii1d use the low pass 
filter fOrrrDllae 53 or 54. ,with a special value f'ta oit'a.whichwe shall 
proceed to calculate. Consider Fig.la which 'shows the effect of a low 
pass filter of width f'aand a de-emphasis circuit ,of time constant -4-
on the triangular noise spectr.um. roa 

The curve 0 C ED represents the de-emphasised noise but 
restricted in energy bandwidth by the energy band of the ear taken as 
cut~ing off at a kc/si If the noise spectrum is taken as reaching an, 
arbl trary value of unity at, a frequency l':l f, then the de-emphasised noise 
energy which is heard by the ear is proportional to 

N2de_emph• jf."2f(~ + f. )2 df ~ area of OCEDO .................................... (.55) 

o fa . 

I I 
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£3 ' . 
N2de_omPh.:: L\ ;f (.-f; - ~rct~n t: ) ......... , .................. : ............................ ; ....... : ... (56) 

. The noise energy emerging from a low pass filter of cut-off f' which. 
. 'a' 

'we ·require to find is proportiol}al to " 

: f' . 

N2L.p.filter =f:~; df = area of OOABO .....<............ . .,(57) 

o 

l'T2 fl 3 
L.P.filter =3l~2f ....................................................................... , ............................. (58} 

Equating these two noise energies wo get 

ft = f 
a a 

1 
-, . . --. '3 

1
3 (8 , 8 ). ,),., , . (.'9')' . '7- arctan T ............... , ...................... ; .. , ...... ; ......................... ::> .. 

L_ . a . a _ 

Thus. the actual value of fa to be inserted into equations 53 and 54 
if a de-:-emphasis circuit ot' time constant d5- is used is f'a. givenby (59~. 

a 

" , 

\ 

c· < 



Append:i.x 4.· 
Root Mean Sguare AudioSisnal to Noise Ratio in A.M. and F .M. 
Calculated bY a Time Function Method ins tead of the Spectral 

Method employed in Appendix 3. 
I ' 

1. A.M. 

I 

- 1 

Let us de~ firstly withA.M. Consider Appendix 3 equation 21. 
It is lengthy but not difficult t.o calculate the·R.M.S. value of Vla(t), 

but if the frequenoy ~. is supersonic the second term in the brackets 
of this equation will ~tribute very little to the aural result. . 
If we therefore assume a receiver in which the I.F. half band'lilid th is 
considerably vlider than the audio, we neglect this second term and 
calculate the mean square noise voltage; thus 

l/fr 

'VIa. '- = i'r (Vl a. 2( t) dt 

o 

, 

.... ' ......... ~ .......... , , ....... , ............. , ....... , ........................................... , .. 

whence from i~ppendix 3 ,equation 21 

fr 

"/ 

'(1) : 

Vi 2 .. =lavas~~ . ..rr;:1 2 
-2w t 

e a dt .. : ........... : ......... , ....... : ........... (2) 

o 

~ 1 (WoLx,.;-r;. sin2 b )2 I : 

Vl
2a == 2;:; ( n ) ............................................................................... : ...... (3) 

Dividing equation 1S,Appendix 3' by equation 3 above and taking tile square 
root / 

.................................................. : ..................... :., .. (4) 

But as we have asswncd that the I~F. half bandwidth is considerably wider 
than aUdio we have implicitly taken x < < 1 so we nv.st find the limit 
of (4) for x .. ~ O. This process results in . , 

. f . . 

A.F. Output RMS ~;!rs~~ =Yf jr; fa ............................................................... (5) 
I . • 



r 
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This, f.ornula 'l>eooIl).esthe. same as. e quat iori 27, AppelJdix31f we' remember 
that the energy wi<;th of our. idEl~ l~ p~s filter which

l 
would res the 

same energy as the de-emphasl.s. CJ.I'CUJ. t of time cons tant ~ = ~f is 
I . . , "'"'a Go" a 

,1, ' 

. ' .. ~ a 1 = ~ t a ..... > ... ~ ............ : ... (6)' 

Thus, expression 5 'in terms of fi beoomes expression 27. in Appendix 3., 

2, E.:M-

Applying precisely the same methods to equation 48, Appendix 3 we get 

A.F.Output RM3 (Si al) 
(Notae) 

.F.M. 

---This' equation is similar to equation 54, Appendix 3. 

I 

By equating the two expressions we see that the effect of neglecting 
the supersonic t,erm in equation 48, appendiX 3, is equivalent to the 
insertion in the circuit of a low pass filter of cut-off frequency equal. to 

, fa Vi 1t (1+n2) 
2 

I 

If the I.F. circuit coupling has -the optimum or critical value corresponding i 

with n=l, this cut:Off frequency becomes 2.66 fa. 

\ 

"-e 
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Appendix 5. 

Response to Unit Step of'Two Band. Pass Coupled Transformer._Networks 
in Cascade with Ideal Pentode Valve between them. 

The theor.y outlined in Appendix 3i~ restricted to a single band , 
pass coupled system. It would be desirable to know whether the result~ 
of that theor.y still ho+d reasonably good when more than one .suoh 
coupled system is employed. We therefore examine the indicia! transfer 
impedance of the system pictured in Fig .19. 

The pentode mutual conductance/is S . amperes per Volt. 
appendix 3, equation 5, we have I 

From 

Z[p]=KLwo
4 , P ..................... ," ................... ,(1) 

(P+Pl)(~+P2)(P+P~(P+P4) 

" where Z [p1 is the indicia! tranSfer impedance of one of the boxes 
in Fig.19. ' , .\ 

NQW el = Zil ... " ........ , ... ~ ........................................... ,,;.: ...... : ........................ ~ ... :.(2r 

ZSel ' . . I . (3) . ..., ............. , .................. , ........... '1' ............ , ................... ; ................... ; ... . 

'whence' 

e2 :: 8Z2i l .............................................................................................. , ....... (4) 

and operationally 
'2 . . . . 

e2(t). ?= e2 [PJ = S.Z [p] .............................................................. (5) 

wherein i l = unit step • 

By application of Borel's theorem 

and. 

\"dth 

- , 

* 1. Z [p] .pZ [p]. S ............................................................ ( 6) . 
P 

t 

= Sf1(U) .f2(t -U)dU.: .................... : .......... (7) 

o 

fl( t) -;- z [ p j 

f2(t) : pZ[p] 

) . . ,; . , , 

) ................ ; ............................................................... :: ..... r(8) 
) 



\ 
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Noyi 'from Appendix 3, equation 8 

-at 
f 1( t) = -'waLe sin nat cos Wo t ................. : ...................... : ..... {9) 

From the second equation 8 above it is clear that 

f 2(t) = %t.fl(t) ... : ................. : ............... ; ...................................................... (.10) 

whence 

f 2(t) = !;VOL e-at [as~«(.Uo+na) t - asin(wo - na)t 
. 2 

- (Wo+ na) cos(Wo+na) t +' (Wo -. na)cos(wo - na) t ] ........... (11) 

Forming fl(U) • f2( t .,; u), then effecting the integration indicated in 
(7), and finally making the approximations permitted by the assumption 
that Wo» na we get 

e2( t) ~ = -S wo3L2 
e -at(2sinnat - nat. cosncxt)sinWot - next sin nett 

8na 
, 

cos wot ] ....................................................................................................................... .(12) 

The envelope of this function is 

I W 3
L 

2 _l . 
Envelope.of e2(t) = -3 0 e n ,/y2+ 4sin2y - 2y s~ 2y.' .... (13) 

8na 

wherein y = nOf; 

From (9) it is evident that the envelope of the output voltage from a 
singlebandpass coupled system is 

-Z . . n. . 
Envelop~ of el(t) = -WoLe sJ.n y ......................................... , .................... ; ........ .(14) 

- ; 

We shall now exaJIline two cases. Firs t let us compare the two 
envelopes (13) and (14) when the !1Werall steady state transfer impedance 
of the double bandpass coupled system shown in Fig,19 is made equ~ 
to that of one of 'the single systems which go to form it. 

I 

Fro~ Appendix 3, e.quation 16 

el QWoLn I.' ~ 
11 = 1+n2 ..... : .................. , .... : .............................................................. : ...... ( t5) 

. "' 

• 
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so that 

'i. 
e2 ( QWoLn \ . 'ii' = (l+n2 ) S ···" ..... ·" .. ".~.".". ........ ~ .... ;; ............. : .... , ........ : .... i •••••.............. ; ••• : ...... (16) 

and for 

e2 6J. !i = 'Ii .................................... ,. ................................................. ··· ...... ···· .. · .. ·: ........ · ........ {17) 

we mst have 
'. , 

................................................................................ ~ ..................... : ............. ( 18) 

'Putting .this value of S into (13) we get 

Envelope of e (t) = _ wciL(l+n2) e' - *,,; . 2 . 
2." 4n2 32+4 sm y - 2y s~ 2~ .... "' .... ( 19) 

Fig.20 is a plot of equations 14 and. 19. It may be seen that the 
ca.scading o~ two identical coupledoircuit syste.~reduoes thea.m.plitude 
of the' uni t s~ep response by 1 .4 db. below that of a single coupled 
oircuit system whilst at the same time requiring.1.6 times the time to 
reaoh this maxinn.un. . . 

Secondly~ we shall compare the unit step response of' a single 
coupled circuit system having a given bandwidth with a double casoaded 
coupled circuit system having the SalIle overall bandwidth. This. is a I 

more interesting case than the preceding one. As with Fig. 20 we shall 
let n = 1 in b.oth cases so that the general shape of t\le double system 
will be similar to that of the single system. Now. if at a 'oertainoff-' 
tune frequency the single system is, SS3~ 3 db •. down in steady state 
response, then for equivalent bandwi4th we mlst arrange that for the . . , 
same off tune frequency each of the two~circuits of the double system 
must be .11i db.. down. AA elementary study of ooupled circuits will 
then show that the Q factor of each circuit of the doUble system 
must be eight tenths of the Q factor of the single system. Bearing 
this in mtnd and letting Q be the Q factor of the single system and 
O.8Qbe that of ~he double system we /ind that whilst the oo-efficient 
of equation 14 is una! tered that of equation 19 becomes . / 
woLC1+n2) . . . . ' . 
...:;~-.....;. becauseQ in equation 18 becomes O.SQ. With n=l tb1.s 

3.2 n2 . 
I ,'I 

factor becomes 0.625 ~ where~ before, in Fig·.20 it was O.5WoL. 
Thus we re-plot curve 1, Fig~20 on Fig.21, and Curve 2 is re-plotted 
on this same figure but with its orainate~ multiplied by 

~:~25 = 1.25 and its absciss~ mltiplied by 0.8. Thus we see that 

for more or less equivalent overall bandwidths the double cascaded 
soheme is scarcely different either in amplitude or in response time 
from the single system. '. 
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The conclusions from the theory expounded in Appendix 3 maY 
. therefore be applied with good accuracy to receivers having two I.F. 
bandpass coupled circuit systems in cascade. It would not 'appear 
unreasonable to assume that a greater nwriber of subh systems in 
cascade would scarcely falsify our conclusions provided the overall 
bandwid ths were kept cons tan t. " 

/ 
I 

;: I 

\ 
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Appendix 6. 

The Mean Value of Repeated PUlses having Rand.omAmplitud~s. 

1 •. The Mean Value of the Resultant. 

. The signal to noise ratios calculated in' ApPendix 3 were . all based,' on. 
the maximum noise condition due to the ass umpti.o n that the steady oarrier 
either in :A.M. or F.M. was in phase or in opposition to thaI.F. 
oscillati~ of the ,noise pulse _ In fact, howeVer I all' phaSe, angles 
will arise dUring reception of continUally repeated impulsive in'tier- , 
ference and we now turn to the calcula.tion of th(:} mean noise. Oonsider, 
Fig.22, El. ~arrier vector of amplitude ~ ) 1 which with a. noise veotor 
of unit amplitude forms a resultant R which we shall investigate. 'This 
resultant, RI is 

~-------.---. . . \ . " - r 2-' . e"': " (1) R - ./ 1 + C + 20 oos .. ; .............................................................. ,.,. .... ,,; ........ ':' 

The mean value of all the different resultants obtained when e takes all' 
possible angles between 0 and infinity radians is, by SymmetIY 

'J( 

J'Rde -R = it 1 
", .. , .... ',' '"'' ,,, .................. , .. ,, ...... :, .................... : .......... ' ...... , .C 2) 

o 

or 

- g 1t "r:.: '. i'" , , 

R = 'Jt (l+O).E(2' ,~.v'(l ) ...... , ............................... ,: ....................... , .. " ... " .. ,,'"(3) 
1 +0 " ',', 

. \ . : 

where E is the oomplete elliptic tntegral of the seoond kind. ~ ~ 0 is 
shown in Fig.23., Equation 3 has a certain interest for the measure- , 
ment of noise by means of a detector in the output from the I.F. 
circuits of a noi-se measuring redeiver. If' this deteotor measures the 

, mean' ,value, of the noise pulses while remaining a peakdeteotor to 
voltqge~ of intermediate frequency it Will' indicatetl;!.e quantity, 

O(l~fiJf) + R fr W 
',,' 

where fr istheP.R.F.and W thewidt,h ofeaeh pulse ~s~drectangular 
for simplicity. " , ' ' 

2. The Mean Value of the Detected, Resultant~ . 
, Let us now imagine that the I.F. deteotorhas 'a time constaftt' long 

oomparedwith the I.F. period but short oompared With the I.F. M.lf 
, , band.Width frequenoy - that is, we assume that, the ~oise pulses are 

, , 



'\ 

passed on to the receiver audio or video oircuits without distortion. 
Now let us measure these pulses with a mean rectifier. It will' 
differ in its indioation depending upon whether it reads positive or 
negative goi."lg pulses, F1g.24. This figure is simply a graph of the 
~thmetic difference R - 0 for-all phase angles between oarrier and 
in~erference vectors between 0 ,and 1( 9' . If the meter read positive going 
pulses, for example, its. reading would be proportj"onal to the mean value 
taken over the phase angle interval 0 to 1(' of all veotors greater than 
the oarrier" ';'a. The level of I.F. detector operation j.s olearly set by 
the mean I.F. voltage R. The angle e I a.t which the resultant R beoomes 
equal to the carrier' a is 

9' = 'It - arccos . ~ .............................. : .............. : ...................................... :(4) 
, / , 

Th,:~ if ~ and Mn are the mean meter readings for positive and negative 
gOl.ng pulses res~cti vely we have ' . . . 

and as _ 1 
R=;t 

et 

'f" (R - a)de.: ................................................. ····.··.·.; ................. (s): 
o 

e' 
( ! 

Rd6· + Jt: Rd9 ........... , ............................................... ( 6) 
o 

. . 
or R = ~ - MU; + a ...................................... : .................................... , ....................... .(7) 

I 

Mn '= 0 +.Mp 1- R ... .L ............ ; ............ , .................. ~ ............................................. (8)' 

Now from(S) 

~ = 2(~+a). E ( r, i~Ca) - f 0·,:;· ...... · ...... · ...... ··: .. · .. ·· ..................... (9) 

Equations 8 and 9 are plotted in -Fig.2S. . The two cUrves shown take \ no 
aooount of pulse width War repetition frequency f r - Thus they shoUld 
pemul tiplied by f rW to obtain the aotual mean values -for a carrier to ';, 
noise ratio of a.> 1. . If an audio HMS signal to noise ratic be measured 
then both positive and negative peaks,would oontribute and the mean ~ 
signal to noise ratio taken over many su~oessive' repetitions of impulsive 
interterenoe would be proportional. to the sum. Mp + lfn whioh for carrier 
to noise ratios of C -> 1 is about 0.62. . When C inoreases indefinitely 
.~ + :MD. tends to the mean value of a half 'sinus~id, namely 0.636. I' This 
means that all the ID.E signal to noise ratios given in Appendix 3 should 
be increased by about 4 db. It is assumed. that the aural results would 

, 'follow the same trend in that the ear would t'end to average the various 
random ampJ.,itudes a:rid. give an impression 'proportional to ~ + ~ = 0.62. 

p 
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Appendix 7. 

Use o~ Unit Impulse instead of Unit step. 

Consider Appendix 3, equation 9. If we assume the input noise 
current to be a unit impulse of value U coulombs, where 

U = B't' .................... ' ...... .(1) 

B being evaluated in amperes! and 't in seconds 

then the envelope of the tmitimpulse response corresponding with the 
unit step response VI( t) of equation 9, App~ndix 3 is 

,VI .:~ (t) = U ~t e (t) .. ,' .. , ........ , ........ ,~, ............... , ................... ; ...... , ......... , .......... (.2) 

or 

V ,x-( t) . = -U.w 210 -at sin nat,· .................... , ........................ ,; ........ , ... , ... (3) 
I 0 

For the two responses VI( t) and Vi)f( t) to be"identical we must have 

U =!.. .,. ",., ....... , .. ,.,' " .. , ".',." ... "" .. ', .. ' .. ",., .. ,' "." ",. ",.," ""' .. ,'" ", .. , ..... ,. " .. , .. " .. , ,,···.(4) 
Wo 

Thu~ , to convert all the signal to noise ratio fornulae to a unit 
. impulse r$sponse it is only n~cessary to divide them by Wo = 21tf'o. 
In this case we must make 

." ...... , ..... " .. , ..... ,., ...... , ....... , .... , .... , ... " ... " ..... , ...... ·,: ..... ,., ........ , ................... ~5) 

\ 
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Appendix 8. 

Influence of the Charge and Discharge Time Constants of a Noise 
Measuring Detector upon the Meter Indication 

The international stanQard noise measuring receiver has its indi
cating detector at the output from the I.F .. circuits~ though an A.Fo. 
detector i$ permitted if its readings acoord with those of the I.F. 
detector f0r the same interference. The charge and discharge 
time constants so far adopted as standard are one, and one hundred and 
sixty milltsec~ds respectively, though recently a disoharge time of 
five hundred milliseconds has been proposed. The relatively long 
charge time ooupled with the standardised reoeiver bandwidth of 
.±. 4ikc/s results in a somewhat high peak to mean detector current 
ratio and this becomes difficult to measure when the P.R.F. of the 
interference is low. To become familiar with the mode of operation 
of such a detector consider Fig.26. The interference is taken as 
pul$es of unit height and W width repeated at a P.R.F. of fr. ' 

We assumo the pulse periodiCity k» w ~ the width. We also take 

a discharge time nuah greater than the charge time; Ta '»Tc• 

'We ~ neglect the small reduction in oharge due to the fact 
that even While oharging, the meter is also discharging. This negli-
gible reduction is shown' in 'Fig.26 as "a". ' 

After a certain time depending on pulse width, P.RoF. and charge 
and discharge time,s, the meter through which is passing the mean 
detected current will settle dovm to a fixed. value which will be the mean 
of the cUrrent ~ycle DGH when the pointsD: and Et have the same heights. 
This state of affairs vdll occur when the amount of charge given by each 
pulse e~als. the amount of discharge during the quiescent period 
betvreen sucoessive pulses. If A is the deteoted current at the point 
in the qyole DGH shown by D, then the current supplied by the ~se will 
be i-A. The 'current B at the point G will be 

B = (l_A)(l_e-W!lO) +A, = i_(l_A)e-W/T.o ....... [ ............................................. (1) 

The ourrent at the point H will be 

At =[ 1 , -W/To -(l/fr-W)/Td "(' ) (l-A)e ] e ........ ; ....... 2 
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When a steady condition is attained, the points D and H will be {lot the 
. li\ame height so we may viI'i te I 

. ,.A I ;::. A ..... : ............................................... : ......................................... (3) 

whence '. 

\ 

' .. 4 ••••••• a ••• .",~".'.".I .... " .................... ( 4) 

The mean deteoted~ ourrent as indicated by the D. C. meter will olearly be 

. ,. j w .'. . -t/Tc 

J= 1r II [1 - (t-A). . 1 at + 

}!10p simpUci ty let 

l/ir-w 
(Be-t/Td dt 

o 

\ 
J 

......... ...(5) 

1-1 = W/Tc .'V :::: 11/Td and a == l/(Td• fr) ....................... , ........................... { 6) 

Equation 5 beoomes 
-1-1 v- 0" 

J == Wf [1 + (!. __ ~) ,(l-e )(l~e ) r . 'V It, " .... 1. __ 
r 1 _. e v '-"V 

] ................................... : ......... ( 7) 

If the I.:B\ bandwidth preoeding this indicating detector is less than 
tvvioe the aUdio width l?l ... ·eceding i.t 

';7 ws 1/(2 D f) ...................................................................... : ..................................... ~ .... (8) 

If '!;he audio is narrower than the I.P. half bandwidth then 

V{ = l/(t\vioe audio width) ......... : ........................................................................ (9) 

}?igure 28 shows how the meter behaves for val"ious circuit bandl'ddths, 
and hence pulse Ylidths. . The ourves are direct applicatious of' equation. 7 
and are based on the l?ulae height which would result· from a receiver 
ba.ndyddth of + 5 kfJ/s. This meahB that the zero decibel line corresponds 
Yli'bh~:t == 5 1ro/s and the curves shew mean metel" readings i'or'val"ious 
bandwidths in decibelu' above or below the' meter reading for the 
.:!:. 5 kC/s. bandwidth. . 
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It may be noted that if both charge and discharge time constants 
be multiplied by the ,same number, the ratio being kept constant, 
the mean meter readings will 'not change;, thus compare the two sets 'of 
conditions giving rise to the same cUl~e·A. The effect of increasing 
the discharge time constant only, thus increasing the ratio of discharge 
to charge time constants may be seen by comparing curves A and C or 
curves Band D. Fig.27~, also a direct ,application of equation 7, 'is 
of much more interest as noise meters do not normally have variable, 
b,andwidths but do have to measUre impulsive noises of various repeti-
tion frequencies. A carefulsdrutiny of the CUl~es shown in :i?ig.27 
reveals the following points: - I, ' ' 

(a) The shape of the curve of mean detected current plotted against 
P.R.F. is a constant whatever the time constants used for the' 
charge and discharge circuits, 

(b ) Multiplying the discharge time 'constant, or dividing the charge 
time constant by a number J N, shifts the entire curve N t~:s 
downwards along the P.R.F. axis towards lower pulse repetJ.tJ.;on 
frequencies, ' 

(c) Multiplying both time constants by a, number, N, does not 
change the curve in any way. However, it has the importa.nt 
effect of making the meter needle re~d stea.dily for low P.H.i.i'. 

(d) For a noise meter having a ratio of discharge to charge time 
,constants of 160, the portion of the curve tangent to a CUl"Ve , 
having a RMS characteristic of 3 db/octave of P.R.F. is ,centred , 
around a P.R.F. of 60 p/s~ -

(e) If, for example, it is required to design a noise meter 
having the 3 db/octave portion around a P.R.F. of F pulses per 
second, the ratio of discharge to charge time constants must be 

~ = 160 Tc 
§2:' _ 9600 
F - F 

(f) the region, de~ineated by pulse l":epetition frequencies 
Fl and i.i'2 , over Which the curve does not depart seriously from 
the slope of 3 db/octave ,can be shown in the following table. 

ne§arture from F.z./FJ. . 
iM§ = 3 dbZoctave 

+ 0 db 
:- 1 

7.9 

, 

+ 0 db 
- 2 

19 
, 

, + 0 db 
- 3 

37 



Appendix 9. 

Experimental Equipment and Procedure. 

1. Description of. APl?aratus~ 

.1.1 Unit SteEGenerator (Fig.30) 

This comprises pulse and time base generator circuits. The condenser 
Cl is charged through the resistance R3 from the H.T.line during the 
quiescent period of the t1\Yratron V , and discharges through the thyratron 
when it strikes, producing across t~e cathode resistor a voltage waveform 
approximating to unit step, rising verY rapidly and decaying according to 
the discharge circuit time constant. 

The time base generator is similar, with a condenser discharging 
through the t1\Yratron V2 and a pentode valve Vl ' to ensure linearity. ' 

Provision is made for control of the time base speed by means of the 
potentiometer VRl and the phase of the output unit step can be varied 
rela tivc to the t:i.me base by means of VR2' 

1.2 Square-Wave Generator (Fig.29) 

This provides the triggering impulse to the two thyratrons and also a 
positive going brilliance/black-out square wave for the cathode ra:y 
oscilloscope, Valves Vl and V2 fom a multivibrator circuit and provl.sion 
is made for rapid switching between any two values of pulse repetition 
frequency selected by pre-set adjustments of the potentiometers VRl and VR2• 
The rango of P.R.F. obtainable is approximately 10-1000 pis. . 

1.3 A.M.IF.M. Receiver (Fig.l) 

l. 3.1 Tuned circuits under Test (See Response Curve, Fig.S) 

The 'coupling between valves Vl and V2 consists of two ,svl'itchable pairs 
of coupled circuits of nominal bandwidths + 47 kC/s and + 80 kcls and coup
ling parameters 1.42 and 1.57 respectivelY: The upper limit of bandwidth 
was set by the detector time constnnts required to follow the frequencies 
of the resultant detected envelopes and the loWer limit by the Q of the. . 
coils available. The mi.d"'frequen~y of both of .these circuits is J.,.. 2 MC/s. 

1.3.2 A.M.Circuits. 

When used for A..M., two further I.F. stages are used following the 
coupled circuits, and an infinite impedance detector V7, this latter being 

'employed in order to obtain a low output impedance witnout sacrificing 
l~earity at low input voltagos. 
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103.3 . F.M. Circuits. 
~ ". . 

". ' Ill-the F.).i. c~se,the valve V}is followed by two limiter sta,ges and a 
oonventiotlil Fost~~~Seeleyt'ypebalanced phase discriminator having a band.
width.slightlyln()re. than do$le that of the wider coupled circuits •. It ; 
will be noticed that resistiye., couplings are used between V3 and V l~ and V4 
and VS' as it 'was found that. with impedancesvvhich were notaperiodio the 
,~te of rise of voltage aCrOSs the circui,t due 'to the initial excursion 
of the limiters into grid current was suf£iciently rapid to produce a "ring'! 

1.3.4 Audio Circuits. 

These compri.seVS, a pen.tode' ampl;tfier stage with four values of:" 
" . s~tchable. de-emphasis, 0,,25, 50. and 100 micros!3conds followed by V 9' a 

cathode follower. ". 

: .. ", 

. . 

~t •. ·· Objective' EXFeriments. 

2.1 A~M.PeakSignal to Noise' rat1o. 

',: The, output. of the unit step generator,' and an unmodulated carrier of 
frequency 4;2 Mcl s and amplitude lying within the range oft linearity of the 
receiver, were applied siinultaneously to the reoeiver. The pulse or unit 
step was adjusted to a value which made the peak amplitude of the pulse 
output envelope from the coupled circuits not greater than the cllrrier 
amplitude at the same point. The receiver output in these conditions, on 
both" bandwidths and with various values of de-emphasis was examined on the . 
cathode ray oscilloscope (see Figs. 6cand d and Sa to f) and their peak 
amplitudes measured. It can be seen from these photographs that amplitudes 
otsucoessive pulses are completely random, and depeM on the relative phase 
of impulse and carrier, being a ta maximum in one polarity 'When' both are 

, in 'phase ana. maxirtu.lm' in the. opposi tci polarity when in phase opposi tion. 

It may be mentioned in passing that the P.R.F. used for th~se 
~hotographs was 1,000 pIs and the exposures.givenwere of the order o.f' 
~ second. . ,... 

Having measured the peak output pulse amplitude from the receiver,' 
the pulse input was also measured, and then the receiver output, with the 
pliLse removed ani the carrier at, the same strength but l~ modulated. 
From this, data the signal to noise ratios, both input. ~nd output,' were 
calculated and combined to obtain an overall signal to noise ratio. These 
results are tabulated in Appendix 2, Tables 1 and 2 and compared with 
those obtained,by calculation from the formulae deri:ved in Append:j..x 3. 

'. '~ 

\i. ' " " .. 
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2. 2 F.M. Peak Signal to Noise Ratio, 

A similar routine to that' in the previous Gxperiment was adop~ed, 
measurements being made 'with various amplitudes of carrier and input signal 
to noise ratios, within the ,limits prescribed by the carrier being well " 
above limiting level and the input signal tonoisere.tiosufficiently high 
to preveritthe R.F. pulses in a.ntiphase with the carrier, from ·droppingbelow 
limitcr l~vel ,and producing a.n A.M .. compnnent in the output. 'TheC.R. 0.' 
pictures under these conditions are shovvn· in Figs. 6eand r and9a to f and 
the results tabu1a~ed and c9!upared in Appendix 2 ,Tables 1 and 2. 

2. 3 A. M. RMS Signal to Noise Ratio. 
'.'. ". 

The layout of apparatus was as shavm in Fig.3l, both the audio , 
amplifiers being ,BBC type MPAll. These have fla tresponses from 30 cl s to 
25 kcl s and power outputs of 10 wa:tts. A vacuO- junction coupled . to a' 0 . to 30 
microammeterwas used as the square-law measuring device. 

The procedure adopted was to apply a 251~ modula ted carrier to the 
receiver and note the A.F. attenuation required to give a, certain ,reading
on the meter. The modulation was then removed, but retaining the same"'" 
carrier amplitude a measUred amplitude of unit step was applied •• ,The 
attenuation rec;uired to give standard reading on the meter was noted. The 
differ0hce in, the at'tenuator readings "ivas thus the output signal to noise 
ra tio for 25% modulation. The input signal to noise ratio being krlown, the 
overall ratio -Nas.calculated for 100% modu:l,ation by add:ing theappropr'iate 
correction factor.' ' 

, It was not possible to mi'lke this measurement ''1ith zero de-emphasis" 
as the H.F. response of the audio amplifiers did not extend above 25 ~c/s,; 
neither could. they cope ydth the high crest,factor of, the' output wave
fot-m under no de-emphasis conditions. MeasUrements were, h,ov{ev,er, taken; 
with the three values of'd.e-emphas:i.s in the receiver, also with 3.5 kcls 

'and 7 kc! s loy:po.ss fil tersm addition to de-cmpho.sis. ',The resu). ts , 
obtained,are tabulated and compared with the calculated values in App~ndix 2, 
Table 3.' , 

2.4 F.M.RMS signal to noise ratio. 

The procedure "vas precisely as in the A.M. case. Results are tabulated in 
Appendix 2, Table, 4. 

.' . 
3. Subjective. ExPeriments. 

Thelayou(, of 'appara tlls was ~S; in Fig. 31. 

3.1 'Relative annoyance of repeated iwulses'ofuniform amplitude. 
Effect of P. ReF. 

In this experiment the output of the unit step generator was fed into 
the receiver unaccompanied by carrier, giving at the loudspeaker a succession 
of impulses of uniform amplitude. A musical programme was also fed to the 
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alI\Plii'ier and a number of observers vJ'creasked to estimate the annoyance 
level of theintcrf.erence. 

. '., . 

With each observer the PoR'.F. was~1tered in steps from 10 pis to 
10OQ~/s, the amplitude peing maintained constant, and the attenuation 
a1 tcred at' each's tep until ,in the opinion of the observer thea.nn.oyance 
level was the same. Curves were plotted of these values of attenuation 
against P.R.F. and. the average of these curves is given in Fig.4, compared 
with the energy curve of 3 db. per octave. 

3.2 Relative annoyance of repeated impulses of random amplitUdes. ' 
Effector F.R.F., 

In this experiment the impulses were again fed through the receiver 
this time in the presence pfa carqer, thus gi\l'ingan output of random 
amplitude. Apart from thiS the procedure was as detailed in se(:ltion 3.1. 
The" aVerage curves are given in Fig. 3. For curve 11 A" the annoyance levels 
of various values of P.R.F. were compared with that of 25· p/sand the 
attenuation adjusted to give equality of annoyance. In curve liB", the 
attenuation at eachP.R.F.wasa(ijusted to give a "just disturb:ingfl 
interference level. ' 

• 
3.3 Effect of I.F. bandwidth on Annoyance of interference. A.M. and F'!,.~4. 

Using the apparatus of Fig.31 with the low-pass filters and 
programme source out of circuit, the effect of switching receiverI.F. 
bandwidths was investigated •. It was found that with all three values of 
de-emphasis there was no effect on the annoyance of interference, either 
on F.M. or A.M. This was because in all three cases the I.F. half width 
being greater than a.!ldio, the ~nterference '\:vas determined solely by the 
latter. " 

3.4 ~fect of de-em,;phasis on annoyance of interference.A,M. and F.M. 

The experimental method was the same as in section 3.3. The value" of 
de-emphasis was swi tcbe'd from 25 to 50 "and. then 100 tLS and at each point 
the attenuation in the audio chain was adjusted to equalise the annoyance. 

This was repeated on A.M~ and F.M'.. The results are given in 
Appendix 2, paragraph 5.2. 

3.5 Rat~o of Annoyance of interference. EMI~ 

The experimental arrangements were: as described in section 3.3. The 
relative gains of the F.M.and A.M. channels of the receiver were adjusted so 
that at a predetermined carrier level the audio outputs, for the same 
depth of modulation (or deviation) were equal. 
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The effect of switching fromA.M. to F.M., with the input unit steps 
superimposed on this level of carrier, ,vas noted, the attenuation being 
adjusted for equal annoyance as in section 3.~ 

This was repeated with each value of de-emphasis and the resul'ts' 
obtained are given in Appendix 2, Tables 7 and B • 

. :' 

. I .. 
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\ \ . ApPendix 10. 

F :M./A.M. Improvement Threshold, (Pops and Clicks). , 

1.· Interference can be heard as Clicks even when I.F. output noise 
peak is' greater than Carrier. .; . ' 

All the foregoing analysis and discussion relating to F.M. only 
apply when the noise peak at the l:.imi ter input is somewhat less than 
the carrier amplitude, in fact, suffici~ntly less for ~ to equal. . . 
sin ~ and tan ~ , Fig. 16. We shall now discuss in a qualitative manner 
what hEl:ppens when this condition does not obtain. Rigid mathematical . 
analysis can only be used ,if solutions in terms of Win! te senes ,~ 
employed, and even then these are far from simple and only valid within 
strict limits. Let us visualise the state of affairs occu.rring when 
the noise peak exceeds the carrier. Fig.' 33 sh9ws what happens when 

the random. phase angle, Y, is ~ radians. ,.F'or ,values of y > ~ the 

instantaneous discriminator output vOltage. !- · ~ will approach .the \ . . ' 2n dt 
form at curve already dealt with and pictured in Fig. 6e and f. Now, 
consider a very small angle Y I Fig.34. If the limit er circle had had.' 
asrrl8ller radius the instantEllleous discriminator output voltage would· 
have fol:J.owed the dotted curve, but as this output voltage is proportional,' 
not only to the time derivative of the phase, deviation, but also to the 
l.imi.ter output voltage, it suffers a decre.ase of amplitude as the 
operating ppint of the vector CD passes between A and B. ThOugh the 
points A and B will always be at the intersection of the noise Vector 
and the limitercircle, they are not necessarily symmetrically disposed 
around/the maxima of the output voltage curve ~hown at the right of 
Fig. 34. Their position will depend upon the relative amplitude, P, 
of the noise vector and upon the particular value which the random .' 
angle y may have. It may also happen that the rate of change of ~ 
may be ,so great 'that the maXima, H, exceed the frequency width; of the 
disorimtnator. in this case the actual output voltage may fall 
momentarily whilst the frequency deviation due to the noise vector is 
beyond t~outer cut-off points of the discriminator. A little 
thought will show that prQvided ,.;, end this is 1lnportant ... the limi ter 
time constant is really short and the discri..1liruitor is really i 

symnetrlcal' abOut the I.F. mid-ba.l'J.d frequency, none of these effects 
described above are of over-riding importance in ,that they do. not 
change the triang'illar.shape of the audio spectrum due to the' more or less 
symmetrical bi-polar pulse which may be regarded. as'the time derivative . 
of the unit impulse and is typ;i.cal of correctly functioning F.M. 
reception.. . . ' 

. Those familiar with F.M. reception will know thatwhe~ the signal to 
noise ratio in a F.M. ~ceiver is so poor 'that the F.M./A.M. advantage, 
decreases and departs seriously from the theoreticaLl. value (about, 2Mb • 

. for a 75 kc/s deviationarid 50 !J.S. preand de-emphasis system) it is 
beca.use the audio dUtput noise begins to so,und similar to what it would 
be like in an A.M~~ystelI\ •. ' Instead of the pulses of interfe~nce 
sounding high pitched like clicks (triangular 'Spe9trum) they sound as' if 
there is more bass in them, like pops (tiniform spectrum). 
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In an 'ideal F.M. receiver there' are two possible causes for the ocaur
ence of pops as distinct fram'clicks •. ,One c~se can produce pops without 
the carrier being modulated and the other is due to the modulation. 
The latter case has been thoroughly cover~d by Smithan~ Bradley in 
Proceed~s of the Institute of Radio Engineers, for October 1946. 

, .' 

, , \ " 

2. Mechanism of the Production of Pops. 

,~o underst~d the first cause, let us revert to the complete expression 
for the.I.F. noise output given in appendix 3, equation 7. This may also 
be written . \ 

e( t) = naLe- at "/cos~nat +,~,2 s'in2 nat ~ :~~t t..b~ - arctan 

(~ . tan nat)] , ...... ; .... ; ........... ~: ............ ~ .......................... :-' .......... ' ............ ~ ..................... ~.( 1 ) 

or approx~tely, 

. ,-at 
eCt) = ~cJ.e sin nat 

2S ' 
• sin [(Dot - arct~ (n. tan ncxt)) ...... "" .. ", ... " ........ (2) 

This 'expression' 2 sh~ that 'in the simplifying assumption whioh led to 
'equation, 8, appendix 3, We omitted to account for the effects which 

might res ult from the phac;e angle, '" =arctan ~ tan n~). This 

variablep~e arigle imposes upon the noise vector a rotation, of _·t 
rt?dians for each ~,'increase in"nat, Fig.35. Fig. 36 'shows' 

thr~e.curves'of ·the variation of' the instantaneous e.mplitude·of the 
noise vector for three values of the relative amplitude P. P is of 
course the ratio " 

p,'= 1 + n2 , ,,, ........... : ........... ;.,.,:: ......................................................... , ... '(3) 
"r?- Q 11 

as may be seeh from insp~otionof Fig.16. Fig~36 is a theoretical , 
graph of' the same,fUnction as shown,~ the aotual photographs of' Fig.6c 
and d. . If now the vector, diagrams as, shown in Figs.16, 33 and 34 be . 

> replotted taking into aocount the phase angle ~ , we get. the three 
diagrams'QfFig~37, reading f~leftto right. ' 

. \' 0 

In the three cases shown in Fig.37 the angle ~ starts at zero and finishes 
at zero, but a small, change in the'random starting phase angle y would, 
in Fig. 37b, have ca.used the resultant vector to start, as before, at 
zero but to finish at -2'Jt radians. ' This event would have occurred if 
the point Ohad,been inside the close& o~al shaped ,operating locus 
instead of jUst outside it as.actually shown. Fig.38'shows the angle 
~ plotted against' time, or rather against nat in degrees" for 
P=2.5 and Y= 900 with 'n ~J2.It is evident from Fig.38 that the 

e, 
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, point around. which the resultant. ,vector rotates haS oomeoutside, the 
, sausage shaped operating curve •. Fig.39 shows wh8.t haPpens to the 

angle ~ when the pivotal point 0 Fig.41 comes inside the ~rating 
sausage.· . There i's a permanent phase ohange 'of -21t radians"'. 
Incidentally, this condition,'hasooourred 'for a change in y of. only ,5' 
of arc from the900,value chosen in Fig.38 to the 890 25",value ohosen 

, in Fig,39. . It must be remembered. that a oondition siniilar to . 
that . shown iri Fig.39 can_only be obtained whim P is suoh that 'the 

~imum of Pe-at sin ncIt '> 1, as the carri~'r amplitude ~ been taken' 
'as unity' so that P is the relative noise to car,rierratio. Fig~40 
,shows the operating diagram which produced a permanent -21t radian phase 
change in' the angle ~ shown in Fig. 39'. '. . . . '.; '. . , 

We now .ask ourselves what is the significant difference betwe~n the . " 
audio noise :spectra pr~uced. by Figs •. 38 and 39 respeotively. ' First', 

we note that the time d~rationof' the pulse of ~ in Figs. 38 and. 39 
is very small compared with tbe upper out-off frequericy,of the audio 
ciroui ts whether these ~ consist of a..low pass filter,· a de-emphasis 
ciroui t or just a listener's ear. In this; conneotionwe. find' that tor 
a.± 75 kcls I.F. circuit with n =' ~. 
',i <. • '. 

next ':: 75,.1t.l2 .t kiloradians ...................... : ............ (l,,) 

Now in both:Figs. 38 and 39 ~ has gone through ·itscycle ot change and 
.';. • . ~".' . I . '. . '. rt· 

ret\ll'ned'Virtixally tQ ~ etateor :reSt when nat.=90o ~'2'"' whence , 
.t = ,4-7J.1S. . '·~.i' 

If' the audio out-off' were~s high' as 15 kC/ s this periodioi ty would 
amount to 66. 7 ~ ~hich shows how relatiVely very short is the duration 
of the interf~ririg noise. This means that virtually' Fig. 38, ma,y ,be .' 
regarded as a up,itimpulse whilst Fig.39 may be taken as a unit step. ~ 

. . \. \- . " .. .. 

It is well' known th8.t the spectrum ot unit imPulse is uniform' whilst 
that of' :unit'step is ,a hyperbola. NOW'the discriQinator output 
voltage is,' from appendix 3, equation 36' . ~ . 

V (i) = L. ~ ."" ..... , ........... ~ ............. , ............... ,,, .. J5) 
2 ~ ~ . 

so that the spectrum pf' the output Voltage ·tro.QFig.,38 will, .bythe . 
\ :rules. of Heaviside analysis, i be proportional to p as ,the operation of 

difterentiation is ~quivalent to a nultiplication by theditf'erential 
, ' .' ' . ' . .' .!, 

~ I . . , 

operator p ,= !.. • . Thus Fig.38 gives the well known triangular spe$trum . 
. dt ' 

. wherein the height ofl the spectra.l lines is proport,ional to p = jw. . 
Now :in the case 'ot Fig.39 with a hiPerboiicspectrwn proportional, 

1 . . \. ' , 
to p' the spectrum of' the output voltage will be unif'orm, be~ng 

obtained by the produot ot 1 and p. Thus we see that vvhen the peak 
P 

value of' the noise is greater, than thatot the carrier; and' 
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when the random phase angle, y, has a sui table value such that the point 
on the end of the carrier vector about 'which pivots the resultant of 
carrier and noise vectors comes vd. thin the sausage shaped locus of the 
head' of the noise vector, the spectrum of the audio output voltage changes 
qui te suddenly from a triangular form to a uniform shape. It will be 
evident that the pops of interference are due to uniform spectra deriving 
,;from cases siin:i.lar to that dealt with in Figs. 39 and 40 whilst clicks 
are due to triangular spectra de.riving from low noise to signal ratios 
or from cases similaJ;' to that shown in Fig.' 38. 

\ 

3. The -theoretical Instantaneous Frequency Deviation· can be veEr great. 
, 

_ It may', also be seep from a cursory inspection of Figsl. 38 and .39 that 
the instantaheous frequency deviation can quite ~asily exceed the , 
discriminator. width but· of cours~the output volt'age cannot exceed that 
corr~sponding ~th this same width. ,For instance, the maximumtheQretical A 
frequency deviation in Fig. 38 is about 900 kC/s whilst in Fig. 39 it is ., 
abou t .. 1 900 kC/ s. 

, " 

4." The Improvement Threshold 
\ 

We have explained the occurrence of pops as distinct from clicks in 
I the audio output from a F.M. receiver. These pops, containing as they 
do, far stronger low frequency components than do clicks, sound very 

. much more annoying - in fact they are the same ,as the pops of inter
ference in an A.M. system~ Thus the F ,M./ A.M. improvement threshpld 
occurs at that input carrier to noise ratio at whichpop~ emerge from 
the output. This condition is attained when l 8:s previously statedj, the 
max~ of Pe-at sin nat.>l. For n = fitlrls gives P >2.4, and for 
Q =' 5'0 we get from 'equation .3 an input carrier to noisc ratio of ' , 
1') < 0.0177. It is easily seen that for constant r8dio interference 
input amplitude, the carrier strength required to exceed the improvement 
threshold must be greater, the greater the deviation employed, as this 
will require a greater bandwidth and thus will result in a greater I.F. 
output, noise 'peak, all other things remaining constant. Of course the 
modulation output will De higher but the advent of pops will occur more 
frequently unless tpe carrier strength is raised to that required by the 
new "{81ue of improyement threshold. ~ , 

5. Rate of increase of Pops with I.F. output noise, 

It is of interest to know how the percentage of' pops per total 
number of interfering clicks and pops rises with increasing values of P, 
. or in other words, according. to what law does F .M. degenerate 

. when'the improvement threshold is not maintained, Fig. 41 shows the 
operating angle of the noise vector from an atbitary initial zero axis 
taken B.fI colinear with the carrier Vector. This operating angle is 
y- 1C .. ~. _ 
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Now for a pop to occur it is evident that we must have " 
", 

P e:'at sin nat) 1 (that is', greate:r than carrier) 

when y - 'It -,,,,=' - 'It (that is, ,when noise vector is coincident, 
w;ith,but in opposition to the carrier vector) 

rie have then, from the second relationship, 

'" = y .:" ......... , .... , .................. : ......... : ..... " ........ " ...... , .......... , .... , .. : .................. ( 6) 

or arctan (~9 tan next) =y..~ ..... " ..... " ..... "" ............................. " .......... " ...... " ............................... (7) 

whence 

n at = arctan (~Q tan y ) ........... , .... : ......................................... ~ .................. ( 8) 

If we call p t~s particular value, of n a twe may write the inequality 
~bove as _ p 

Pe 'tt sinp > l 
If we plot the curve Pas' a function of y for 

. , 

P e - ~ sin p. = 1 ..................................................................................... , .............. (9) 

we can ,find the arc containing within it those values of the random pha~c 
angle y which for each value of P will produce pops - all the arcs left 
within the 3600 will produce clicks. This curve is shown in Fig.42. 
Fig.43 is derived directly from Fig.42 and shows that the percentage of 
pops rises linearly with P, the I.F. output noise to carrier ratio, 
except for a rapid increase where P is close to the initiating value 
of 2.4. 

, 
6. A receiver which produces no Pops vdthout Frequency Modulation 

of the Carrier. ~ 

One furthe~ point should be mentioned. All the foregoing analysis 
has applied to a F.M. receiver containing bandpass coupled circuits in 
the I.F. stage. If this stage had contained only a single or a cascade 
~f single tuned circuits 'all aligned on the centre frequency, no pops . 
would ,occur because the phase angle of'. the output noise from such a 
circuit due to a transient input does not vary with time but is a 
constant. In this case pops would only occur during modulation and 
would thus be less annoying than in a receiver containing I.'F. bandpass 
coupled circuits. This may well be a point worth noting when\executing 
a F"M. receiver design, but of cGUrse, the selectivity obtainabfe with' 
single tuned circuits is far less desirable than that to be achieved 
with coupled tuned circuits. 

I 
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7. Experimental Confirmation. 

The foregoing discussion on pops and clicks has been qualitatively 
confirmed by observation of the change in discriminator output wavef.orm 

~ when clicks or pops are heard. . Forldw repetition ratessimulta.n.eous 
aural a.nd..Visu~ perception can easIly identify the pop waveform as a 
single unidirectional pulse whereastha,t of clicks is- a:bi-directional 
pulse,which is the rate of change ~f the former •. 

\ \ 

: i 
./ 

. ,. 
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Appendix 11 

'List ,of Symbplsand Formulae 
COo = 2i = intermediate frequency 

= quality factor Of uncoupled I.F. tuned circuits 

= coupling factor of ~.F. coupled tuned circuits 

= KQ, the ccupling parameter . 
. I 

\ 

L = th~ common value CIf the coupled inductanoe"s of the rI.F. tuned 
coupled circuits 

:P = the operator ft (p becomes j w for si~usoidal forc:es) 

~f = I.F. half 'bandwidth for 3 db. reduction in response' from 
that at fOe ' 

F1.(n) = a function of, the couplinSparameter. plotted in Fig.7 

« _ COo ...; 2 rr..6f 
- 2Q -~W , 

~ , = arctail. n 

& = arctan n .. 
1 ;;..x 

. I' 

fr = pulse 'repetition frequency of the impulsive interference 
, 

11)1 = ratio of amplitude of wanted carrier to un1t step of 

:le 

interference 
_ wa _ fa.' . 
-a -6/ Fl(n) 
:::: cut-off frequency of a. low pass filter used ,in conjunction 

. 'with de-emphasis in the audio portion of a F.M. receiver . \ 

= audio or video low pass filter out-off frequency or 
"reoiprocal ct the Foduct· of ? 1t'and the de-emphasis 
time constant or _ where R and C are the de-

2 'It RC 
emphasis resistance and capacitance respec·tively 

I 

ft a = a modified value ·of f8. for converting low p~ss filter fornnlae 
to de-emphasis'formulae or to-aural results . 

, . 
W = any angular frequency 

N = a noise voltageintegr~ted over,a frequency spectrum 

y = the phase angle betvreen carrier and interference vectQrs 

I 
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~ = the phasem~dulation prodllce~by ,a noise vector 

A = the discriminator co-effioient in.volts out per volt in 
per 'kilocycle per second frequency deviation.· 

\ . 

4(jro) = the -frequency mate of ~ volt~,~ time .function, V( t) 

Z = transfer1IDpedance. of a. ~and passooupled circuit network, 

S ~ the' slo~irl: amperes per volt of an ideal pentode valve 

u = a variable cif integration 

y = nat radi ana 
a = random, phase angle between a wanted carrier and the 

oS,cillation of a noise pulse in an electr~o cireui t 

C = a wanted .carrier amplitude 

RI:: the resultant vector of the wanted carrier and' the noise 
pulse envelope v~otor 

R = the mean value of R over the range of' all possible values of e 

E = an elliptic integral 

Mp and . 
-,Mn , :, = the mean of all posi,tive and negativ.e~oin&, puise~ respeotively 

e =:= an I.r. output voltage 

el "= the A.M. I.F. wa.n'~ed signal output voltage amplitude. 

e2 = the F.M. discriminator wanted signal output voltage amplitude 

e(t) = the A.M. I.F. noise output pulse 
" ~ -- , 

Vl( t) ~ thc-!\..M~. envel~pe of e( t), after detection 

V2( t) = the F.M. discriminator output noise puise envelOpe 

e~2~' = the A.M.' .mean square I.]1. output signal voltage 

e2.2 = the F .. M. mean square dis~riminato~ output signal voltage 

Vra(t)= the'A.M. <,~dio noise voltage as a time function 

'. / 

\ 
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= the F~M"· aud,:1'6 noise voltage as a time'~ Nriction 
" 

= the A.M. mean square audio noise' voltage ~ 
" 

- the F.M. mean ,square audio noise vo~tage.". 

= theA.M. mean square I.F. deteoted noise vol:tage 

= . the F.M. mean square disoriminator output noise voltage 
, •• , _i • " 1- . 

- the percussion or area of' a unit impulse 

= the maximum height of an impulse of percussion U 
and duration~ ~ . 

= the tL110 'duration of aunitim:puls~ 

= a detector discharg~ time constant 

= a detector charge tiIl).C constant 

= a pulse w:L~ th 

= a. mean detected cUrrent 

w -T Cl 

(t) represents a time functio~;', usnally due to ~j,t' step excitizlg force 

fp] represents the operational equivalent to a timq function, 'thus 

( )', r ] g, t ::: SJ? , 

where ,;: 'means "uperationally e~ivalentt:q~' . -" ... 

* (t) repre,se~ts the time :f'uncti~nrespo~sc ;to 'uni t :tmpulse 

= coefficient of the IF ~.oise > output' represeIitmg the~ 'nOise' 
.. , .. ,". 

to carrierre.tio . 

= the variable phase ang],e of the IF noise ,outpu~ ~th respect 
to IF centre frequency 

j , 
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\fuere to find 
it 

AppendiJ~ 3 ~ 
Equation 8 

Appendix 3:; 
E':IL1ation 9 

bppendix 3, 
Eguation 37 

l\ppendix 3, 
Equation 10 

Appendix 3; 
Eguation 38 

Appenaix 3:; 
Equation 11 

Appendix 3 ~ 
Equation l;,O 

Quantity Expressed 

e(t), the 1.F. output 
voltage due to ,unit 
step input current. 

Vl(t):, the envelope of e(t) 

V2 ( t L the ;',lvl. discriminator 
noise output voltage 

Peak Vi, the greatest value 

of Vl(t) 

Peak V2, the greatest value of 

V
2
(t) 

ry 0 t t P k (Signal) r . .!!. u pu ea '"... , ',r 
l,o~se oh.1Vi. 

Appendix 11 

Mathematical expression for it 

-at 
wo'!..e' "sin nat. cos '%'t 

-at 
WaLe sin nat 

3 
M( 1+n2)2 

211: 11nQ 

s..'I.. i· 2 I 
-ewnlOll+n 

e 

Aa2(1+n2) 

2rn;2n+> 
, 't'-o 

b' 

f o1!'l (n)eU 

'f} ,~ 

26f A+n2 ' 

-at 
sin(nat - b') 

Eemarks -'-'--" 

After A.ivi. detection in company with 
0. steady carrier wave of amplitude 
greater than its mm peak valu,;;, 

Yianted carrier amplitude assumoo 
greater than the peak value of V2(t) 

This is for 10010 modulacion 

,This is for 100% modulation, that is 1 

for a frequencydeviat ion of t:.f 



• 
./ 

Where to find 
it 

Appendix 3, 
. Equation 16 

Appendix 3, 
Equation 44 

Appendix 3, 
Equation 17 

AppenCl.i.x3, 
Equation 45 

Appendix 2, 
Equation 1 

Quantity Expressed 

I.F. Output RID cSi~nal) . _ 
NOl.se, A.M • 

'I.F. Output RMS (Sif?nal) 
. NOl.se F.M. 

l.P. Output'Noise (Peak.) 
RiflS A.lvI. 

I.P. Output Noise cPeak \ . 
. lUllS . .) ]'.M. 

A.P. Output Peak C13i ?nal) 
.l>Jol.se A.1\fl 

J;>age 5. 

Mathematical lexpression for it 

t} o. 
f· Jr. 'tt-F-l-(~n-:-) --....." . 

. J~~ 6.f· 1 + n2 

re Fl.3(n) 

fr/).f 

,I 

1 0' ~ __ ~ __ ~ ___________ __ 

-~t' -at 
sinbe -e sine nat+o) 

Remarks . 

This is for 100/~ modulation. This 
ratio should be increased by 4 db. 
to convert from peak to mean l&IS noise' 
due to random phasing of the individual 
input noi1e pulses. 

Thi.:;; is for 100% modulation. This' 
ratio should be increased l:-,y 4 db. 
to convert from. peal: tp mean HlfIS noise' 
due to random phasing of the individual 
input noise pulses. 

.Add 4 d'Q. f'or peak to mean RMS noise. 

Md 4 db, for peak 'to mean RiviS noise. 

\ 

For 100% modulation arid it,herein t has 
that valu0 wrach satisfies the 
transcendental equation 

= sin(rlat-b-o') 

o<t<21 
na 



Where to find 
it 

Appendix 2, 
Equation 2. 

Appendix 3, 
Equation 26. 

Appendiz } .. 
Equation 27., 

Quantity Expressed 

( 
Signal, 

A.F. Output Peak . ~oise )F.M. 

A.F. Ouwut RMS (S.i~nal~ 
, . (NoJ.se, A.M. 

A F Outnl1t m,f.~ "Sisnal) . 
-. -. f:'':'" J.\.l\::Q ~·NoJ.se A.M. 

for x < 1 

rptf'o 

:.ippendix 11 

Page 6. 

Mathematical expression for it Remarks 

For 100% modulation, that is, 
for a frequency deviation of 
M and wherein t has that' 
valuE: which satisfi es tb-e 
transcendental equation 

(a-o~Jt 
x sin(b-b') . ( at-$. 2$..)' e = sm n TV- U 

J 1+n2 _ 11: 

log x2+2nx+l+n2' 
10 x2-2nx+l+r? 

0< t< on"'! , a 

J.OO% modulation is assumed., 
In~ease this ratio by 4 db.to 
(;.onvcl't f'rcm. pea.k to mean RMS 
noise due to random phasing of' 
noi.,se input' pulses. When 
using an audio (or video) lovv 
pass filter of cut-ott'fc let 
fa = f c • vv'hen using de
emphasis of time consta.nt RC 

let fa :::. die . To obtain 

the aural signal to noise ratio 
cons id er the e~ as a 5 kols 
low pass filter. Add the 4 
db. If de-emphasis is us.eel 

1 ' 
let. -r a = 4BC arctan 20 RO 

where RC is in milliseoonis" 
!J.f" fa arn fr in kilocycles 
per second. Add ithe 4 db. 

This is the ,limiting case of 
the above formula when x is 
very small, but it app li ea w.i. th 
adequate accuracy if x.< 1. 

- \ 



Where to find 
it -

Appendix 3, 
Equation 53 

Appendix 3, 
. Equation 54 

nguantity Express~ 

A.F. Output BMS (Signal) 
Noise F.M. 

Appendi;: 11 

Mathematical expression for it 

x2+2nx+l+nZ 
X2-2nx+l+n~ 

Remarks 

This is for 100% modulation, that is, 
fora frequency deviation of f). f. This 
ratio should be increased by 4. d~. t.o 
cpnvert from peak tomean RluS noise due 
to random phasing of the individual· 
input noise pulses. lvhen using an 
aUdio 10.7 pass filter of cut-off fc let 
fa ::::" f c • Ylhen using de-emphasis of 

time constant RO in conjunction with a 
lm7 pass filter of cut-off fc let fa :::: 

1 
Ziffi.C . 

To obtain the aural signal to noise 
ratio consid,er the ear as an 8 ko/s lov{ \. 
pass filter. Add the 4. db. If de-. 
emphasis of time constant RO is used. 
then let 

fa:::: 2rc
l

RQ [3(1671RO-arotan i61mO)] i
RO in 11lS., D.f, f o , fr in kC/s. 

·Add the 4. db. 

This is the J.i.md.ting case, ot the above 
:t:ormula when xis small, but it appliea 
with adequate, accuracy if x < 1. 

/ 



, 

Vfuere to find 
it 

Appendix 2, 
Equatipn .3 

Appendix 2, 
Equation 4,. 

Appendix 2, 
Equation 5 

Appendix 2, 
Equation £> 

Quantity Expressed 

'Sign~l/Noise (F.~Vr.) RMS 
A.I'II. 

Signal/Noise (~) R11S 
, A.lII. , 

Signal/Noise (F .M.) ruIS 
, ',' A.lil. 

(Aural impression) 

Signal/Noise (F.M.;) RMS 
A.M. 

(Aural impression) 

Appendix '11 

Page 8. 

Mathematical expression 'for it 

;;' :::Jf==~==' =v:=======. 6f 

Jrc '. fic fa 
T - arctan r 
aa 

/;£ 
f . a 

arctan ~/fa 

t; .3 (f ... arctan f) 
a ,a a . 

This assumes 100% modulation and ;i.dent:ioal I.F. 
and A.li'. circuits in the two caseS. Also the A.P 
cirruits aJ,1 e assumed to consist of a 10.1 'pass 
filter of cut-off frequency fa = fo' ,The I.F.' 
cirCUits have been tak.en as wider than the audio 
cil"cui ts, that is" the formulae used. to obtain the 
given expression are those limiting cases obtained 
for x< 1.. 

This assumes 100% modulation" identical. I.F. 
circuits, the same de-emphasis of' time constant 

~ lf in both audio cir~,li ts" and a low 'p;tss n ., a . , 

filter of cut':'off frequenqy fCI In addition, in the, 
audio circuits of the F.M. receiver. If the li\M. 
receiver audio circuits contain no low pass filter 
then let fc = 6 f. Also it is assumed that the 
I.F. half width is greater than audio, 

This ,assunies 100% mod ula ti on, ident ica:\. I. F. and 
A.F. circuits, the latter consisting ot a de-, 

emphasis circuit ot: time constant l. f!' 
2'Jt a. 

Also it is' ass,umed that the I.F. half wid.th 
is greater than aooio. 

This assumes 100% modulation. A.M. A.F. circuits 
aSsumed limited only by the ear,(5 kC/s), F.M.. A.F. 

circuits with de-emphasis of, time constant 2' ~ f':'" 
,a 

follovved by the ear, Alse the I.F. half width is 
,'assumed greater than audiO. 



Where to find 
it -

Appendix 5, 
Equation 13 

Appendix 5, 
EqUation 19 

Appendix 6, 
Equation .3 

Appendix 6, 
Equations 9 

and B 

Appendix 10, 
Equation 3 and 

Paragraph 5 

Quantity Expressed 

Envelope of e2(t) 

Envelope of e2(t) 

The mean value R of all 
the resultants R of a 
carrier vect or and a . 
noise .vector having the 
same frequency but random 
phase angles. 

The means of the detected 
random amplitude noise 
pulses for positive 
and negative directiOns, 
respectively. 

FM! AM improvement 
. threshold. 

Appendix 11 

Page 9 

Mathernaticalexpression for it 

s 0 e (nat) +4 sin nat-2nat, sin 2nat <D?r,2 -or, j 2 2 j 

Bna 

ID L( 1+~2) _...!- 2 2 ------
_O""'....,....._-ce . V-II (nat) +4 sinnat-2nat sin 2nat 
4n2 

~ (1+0) E c; , .~) 
1+0 

Remar.ks 

This is the envelope of the A.M. pulse 
due to unit step input, emerging from: 
the output. of two bandpass cOupled 
ci.1xui t net-works conneoted by an ideal 
pp..n"t;ode of mutual conduatan.ce S. 

This is the envelOpe of the A.lvI. pulSe 
due to unit step input, emergip.g from 
the output of two bandpass coupled 
cil~cuit networks connected by an ideal 
pentode of such mutual conductance 
as to equate the steady state midband 
gain to that of a single bandpass 
coupled circuit network alone. Tb:is 
equation may be compared, therefore, . 
vd th Appendix 3, equation 9. 

O~ 1. 

, C >1. 

This is theRF input carrier to' natss 
, rati 0 above v1hich the full Fi,I! AM 
improvement is attained. 
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